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As the co1:rplezion of our nodorn social environment
becomes increasingly technical, the b1,n"'dens oi educating the
peo1Jle :for the present and the fu-'cure becorc1e quite cun7oersone.
'Vithin tho frane\7ork of all educational disci:plines the challcngo of

11

neve:r.....-enc1J_ng" chances rTo.st rJo accepted and t}1e best

solutions expedited.

To adequately prepare ;youth for 1mrposo-

ful citizenship uithL'l c�n autonated society, oducator:J must
be ,lwo.re of tho rec1uirenents and nake every possible effort
to fulfill them.
This study is the recrnlt of an atto1:11Jt to meet some of
these changing needs within our society.

The requirenents

tln·1.rnt ugon the housm7ife of today in basic donestic nc1intenance and repairs are a challenge for all concerned.

The HJ.in-

to..ining of pleasant ::c:.1.1d comfortable hone onviroi1nentD is a
c}10re that should not be neglected in pre1x1rinc; future citizens.
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1
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this study.
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CHAPTER I
PURPOSE OF Tiill STUDY
This study was undertaken to determine the feasability
of having junior high age girls receive training in home
maintenance and repairs.

If a need was determined, the type

of course that would best fulfill the requirements was to be
researched and developed.

SCOPE OF THE STUDY
A study of this type was restricted to the selection
of subject matter that will fit the needs of' a majority of
the programs developed on a similar basis.

Since it is

impossible to develop a "Uto:pian" course of study, this
solution was presented as only one way--not the way.

This

course was planned to provide a guide to be followed by
other teachers who may find themselves in the position of
"curriculum reformer."
This course of study was prepared for use by girls
of junior high age, but could be adapted to suit the needs
of boys or even girls of senior high age.

The depth of the

study was limited in that all the available information
pertaining to the study vms not read and evaluated.

Hovrnver,

all resource information available at the Central Washington
State College Library and also the Yakima Valley Regional
Library was researched and used.

It was felt that an
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adequate course of study could be organized from the information available and from extra effort such as the sampling
of opinions from Home Economics teachers as well as from
opinions of other teachers and educators.

Personal assoc-

iates and past experiences of the author over the prior ten
years in teaching also gave insight into the needs.
Other influencing factors were the educational level
of the students to be taught, the type of facilities in most
junior high schools, the funds available for tools, aids,
equipment, etc., and the period of time available for the
instruction.
DEFINITION OF TERMS USED
General education. That body of learning needed
by everyone equipping himself to be a useful citizen
in a given society. In America vre have strongly
industrialized technological and interdependent society.
General education here must prepare students to live
in this society intelligently and effectively.
Industrial Arts education, Industrial Arts. That
part of the total program of education concerned with
providing youth with an opportunity to study about
the tools, materials, processes, and human values
of modern industrial-technical fields. Industrial
arts education has an important place in the general
education of all young people and is provided at the
elementary, junior high, senior high, and college
levels.
Vocational education. An approach to education
designed to develop specific skills for a specific
vocation.

3

Industrial education. A generic term in referring to industrial arts, trade and industrial
education, industrial training, teclmical education, apprenticeship, and the offerings of private
trade schools. It is concerned with all areas of
education designed to meet the needs of industrial
technology and develop an understanding of industrial activities.
Subject field. A major division of the total
education program, such as science, mathematics,
English, and industrial arts.
Area. In industrial arts, an area is composed
of ariu'mber of closely related activities from an
industrial-technical field, such as metal-power,
wood-plastics, drafting-graphics and electricityelectronics.
Sub-area. In industrial arts, a subdivision of
an area representing a branch of an industrialtechnical field; for example, art metal, bench
metal, forging, foundry, metal spinning, and welding
are sub-areas of metal working
Unit shop. A shop organized and equipped to
provide instruction in a single sub-area of industrial arts, such as machine shop or sheet metal.
Suited best for the advanced and specialized levels
of industrial arts. This type of organization
requires a separate shop for each sub-area of industrial arts.
Limited general shop. A shop organized and equipped
to provide instruction in two or more sub-areas of
industrial arts. A limited general shop in graphic
arts includes work in bookbinding, linoleum blockprinting, photography, pressvrnrk, silk screen, and
type setting. Suitable for either level of industrial arts education, exploratory, or advanced. A
limited general shop makes it possible to offer a
more varied program of instruction in each shop.

4

Corrmreh~.!:!:.~.:.live ge1'le?='al shOJ). A shop orzanized and
equipped to provide instruction in tvro or more areas
of industrial arts such as drafting, electricityelectronics, metalworking, and woodworking. Suitable
for either level of industrial arts, exploratory or
advanced. The comprehensive general shop approach
req_uires sufficient equipment to provide adequately
for experiences in areas and sub-areas represented
(52:6).
DESCRIPTION OF TIE l)ROC2~Dlffi.j~

rrhis study was undertaken at the beginning of the
summer session of 1966 2t the Central Washington State College cnmJ?US.

After approval 1vas granted and a title selected,

the research phase began.

One of the first items taken care

of was the cor:rpilation of questions thoughtto be pertinent
to assist the author in asking opinions from a home economics
class that was at the time in ses::don on campus.
vms granted and the survey was made.

Aprlroval

The results were

used to help determine whether a need existed for a course
in home maintenance.
The research phase spent in the libraries consisted
of search inc; for and reading information from books, pamphlets, journals, docur;10nts, WJ.:'.sazines, etc., that pertained
to the topics concerning girls in industrial arts and to
women in home economics and industry.

The purpose of this

investization was to find out what other schools were doing
in this regard across the nation and whether or not women
could use this in their educational preparation.
Tvrn of the four exist i:ng junior high schools in the

5
city of Ya)-::ima, Washington, had n:L thL-1 t}1e pnst t.,·,o yec:.rs
run ohort trial :periods v1}1cro:Ln ::in exchanze w::is nade between
the girls in home economics and the boys in industrial

art □•

This no.s done at the eighth g-:cado level and lasted fo:c·

D.

short du rat ion of a f evr 1;rne}rn in each imJtance.

J?rom the

exyericnco and inforr;mtion received f:ton those e:(ch,1n3es,
the results obtained fron "'che hot:ie economics questionnaire,
nnd the rr:;. it ings of 1 eade:cs ir1 cc1ucat io;.:1 ::md industry, it
1

r~ho next requireuent was to decide Hhat type of prograra vrould best benefit the studen-'cs.

After additional

research and otudy it was decided that a course similar to
the one herein presented would best fulfill the needs.

Histor71: _of Industr;z
The author vms in a 0 reement vrith Dr. I.Iax :::ta:f:ferty,
8alifornio. State Superintendent of Public Instruction, when
Dr. Rafferty said that vie must return to the sine 1fly three
R's, the well-sung heroes, and enlightened inauiry (37:148).
A disrie:reement crept in, hmvever, j_f it was the intent of
Dr. Rafferty to exclude all :pho.ses oi:' e:eneral education
other than the aforementioned.

Industrial arts h~s been

justified within the general educational program for nany
years ctnd certcdn1y can not be la~)el8d ::cw o. "frill" course.
If the home enviromuent and the ti•;~_inj_n5 programs of L1dustry

6

could do the couplete job of preparing youth ~or life in our
industrial society, the courses not directly centered 2round
the "throe :] 1 s 11 could be elin:Lrw.tod fror:1 tho sc110ol cu:c1,...icul2..
Tho history of our industrial society indicatas t~at
1::1.c:i.n hc1.s been oduc:J.ted in the p:.c:,st for the rrurposr:; of IJI'Ovidine; the hsst po,rni1Jle coafort:J :.i:'or llimself and llis fc.rn.:Lly.
}3y tracing ·this relations'.r1ip of m.,,m to wo:ch: tlu·ough the 111c:ny

concern at first vns th~t of providin~ food, clot11inc 2nd
shelter.

Re soon develoned tools and

□ cthods

o1 accomplish-

of devclopnerrt, most o~ tho DOvar for these activities TTore
~reduced by man

:,Dd othe:cs too

him □ olf

11ui1e:;_,on □

or a beast of burden.

to mention ;1ere wore inst::."ur.iental

in ushering in the industrial revolution.
This era of rmter power w2.s followed closely by the
introduction of ateo.m 11ower which
nineteenth century.

v1as

characteristic of the

If the nineteenth century could be

called the century of steam, certainly the twentieth century

7
can be c2lled the contury ot electricity or ~sterned by
',"IOF'e.
_.
.LL_

-!-},e
l.J __ .L

110

1.J

11 ce•Y1+ 77 , , , - (J6• 0 ?)
c1r,-,-,-{-·i·"'·ic
_vJ..1.u.1...J ____ ..,,,
vv\ .... J
-·- ..
..1..

_)0

•

::: result of i:c1vcnt j_on:ci r::c1d the devol OTm211t of nc-.-r :::orns e.:nd

l)2sic contribution to t}lis :::_;ro'.rch rrn:::rt be :,.1tt:ci1.rnted to t:1(;

?ro □

this fir □ t 2pplication in 1860 and others,

j_ncluding the nodern assembly line started in 1913 by }-fonry
:?ord, ,,,,e attr:LlYuto the D,cconpliDhr:wnt of the first crntomatically operated machine placed into asseubly line production

1n 1930.

The develOT)Den-~ o:Z cr0,r',Jide-tip~?ed cuttin:_; tools '.:as

t:rw sinGle rr1ost j_t,l}'.Jor'w.nt breo.l;:throuc3h to en::i.ble continuous
operation of
This

2

production line (16:39).

mas □

production concept so ably sponsored by

Ford broui::;ht about our :~n·esen-t-day methods of rruss mcrchandizj_I\'.3 through credit purchasing (16:

39).

It nor1 o.p1)e~1I's th:::.t rn:n need ,Tcudy his econony to
learn hon to insure

man □

markets for automated goods.

Auto-

m1tion does pre:3ent many ch::::.llenges to ncm--from his basic

needs for food, clothinc;, and shelter to his psycholo:;ic:7.l,
sociological, and intellectual needs.

1hese challenges con-

:rontinc the field of education can be nresented in the foru
of dual questions:
1.

Y!'r12.t can be done for the immediate c:rnd lJressinc
need of training or retrainin~ of the people
for the e:;dstinc; teclmolo::;ical ckmger; in our
society?

2.

Who will educate our future citizens for the
automated world into which they will directly
be thr1.rnt?

Fortunately j_ndustry Hill ctecept nuch o:Z the solution
to the former problera, but the latter involves the broad
2.;enero.l obligation of our :::molic school rJrograns.

Al:::rn, nn

underlyinc; implication to this situation is th~t the field
of industrial education i:cJ gain:~ to be c;reo.tly concerned
since this is the area directly associated with technolocy.
A good CJ_Uection to thor.rn involved within this t'ield iu,

"Are vre ready to r.wcept the challenge? 11

It vn-is st rited by

llr. Feirer (20:31) th~.1.t y;e C'-re not lJlo.nniw; and equi=upinc;
our shops with necessc,ry fc 1.cili ties to offer a complete proc;raH of industri:?1 educc:tion for todr1y' s st:::mdards.

He

f1.ffther stc::.t es thc.t oi the 55,000 shOI)S in the Un:Lt ed States
thirty l)Gr cent c:,re vrnodnorlcing with drn:ttinc roons next in
nunber followed by metal\'ro:ckinc; :.:tnd c.;encrc:'.l :Jhops.

:'~ven u.t

the vocational and technical c-:Jcllool levels, woodnorking
sho:ris st ill 01.r'cnumbored olectrici ty-clectronics.

It is

1

•

11.1.S

oriinion that if vre cn·e to neet the challenc;es confronting us
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and provide a good balanced industrial education program in
the high schools of the future, there is a need f'or some
careful planning today.
The early industrial revolution brought many products
into the homes to be used by all members of the family.
These products required much more care and upkeep than do the
products of an automated age vrith its improved methods and
materials, but the complexities of these new· products and
their existing improvements do not completely eliminate the
need for care and management in their use.

The youth in our

society must be acquainted ·with the products of industry in
the home as well as understand the underlying concepts and
technological implications involved in producing them in
order to fully appreciate and use them properly.
We must accept the challenge that is presented to us
in this historical evol vement and take our place in this
fast-moving scientific revolution.

A means must be provided

for all students progressing through general education to
become involved in courses that are challenging, up-to-date,
and rewarding.
Since idealism and realism are in conflict with each
other to a certain degree it is best that vrn approach this
course of study from the realistic viewpoint.

The staggering

fact is that in many of the junior high schools across the
country the programs are being hampered in their development

10
by inadec1ur:.cies of funds to carry on the deEdred courses.
In

[l

recent meetinz :::~ttended by LLr. ::?eirer, junior td3:1:1

Dcl-'1001

industr~Li.l arts teo..chers rc:uru13en-l:;ing

~1

l::Tc:;e cocrnmn-

of enriching their offerings in industrial arts.

These three

o bst :::icl es vJere:
1.

An inadeqw:d;e supply of tez:tbooks--mofjt
teachers h2d only one class set for all
siz: cl~:~sses.

2.

Overcrowded classes--most teachers had an
average of thirty students ill. clasri for
::::11 six periods.

3.

Ino.deq_uat e e au:i_-0ment--mo r:it teachers indicccted tlw,t tl1ey- did not have enough proper
equipment.

In conclusion he Sclys, "The next time vrn are asked to discuss a plan for improving industrial arts in the junior high
school, ~e are first going to ma~e sure that the basic and
elementary facilities are available to the teachers before
i:1e

begin to to.llc about

neV✓

approaches to industrial arts"

(21:21).

This experience of I>':r. Feirer points out the need for
o. course that j_::J practical and inexpensive.

The course must

be based on a minimum of equipment and with not too much
emphasis on the individual use of textbooks.

This article

further infers tho:t a grouping be rn.:~de of the students to
provide expenditures for sraaller quantities of tools of a
similar type.

These inferences were kept in mind in the

plam1.in:C; of this course of study.

11
History of the Emerging Woraan j_n Industry
The pattern of the emerging woraan has been obvious
throughout recorded history, but never more pronounced than
at the present.

The position of women in our society today

is merely another step toward full emancipation of women in
all realms of our society.

Women are, more than ever before,

involved in theology, politics, medicine, industry, and
education.

Women today not only take an equal and active

part with men, but in many cases are leading nations,
organizations, national programs, etc.

They are also con-

tributing much to the total work force throughout the vrnrld

(36:18; 54:316).
As educators we must accept and progr2,m the curriculum across the nation to give equal opportunity for woraen
to grow up through general education with as good a background
as men have.

If this is not done, we should drop the "all"

from the definition of general education.

We cannot provide

equal education for all by restricting certain areas of
development from the curriculum of the girls.

Since national

legislation has been passed to make it unlavrful to discriminate in employment practices because of sex (13:2443), all
educators should spend some time in reviewing their curricula
with this thought in mind.
Dr. Rafferty feels that we must adjust our environment
to ourselves, but to do this we must get th8 upper-hand on
our environment (37:vii).

The average person finds it
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difficult, if not impossible, to "Jrnep ahead" of the environment in v1hich he lives.

For this reason -vre must be more

diligent in our educative processes so that v1e can control
our environment.

If the modern woman in a household of

today is to be "master" of the inanimate objects with which
she works, she must knmv and understand ·what they are, where
they came from, how they were made, what they can do, and
hovr to get the most value from them.

If she knovrn these

i terns it is unlikely that she will be the victim of a quick
"sell-job" and the owner of a "white elephant 11 to maintain
in her home.

She must not find herself a victim of our mod-

ern technology.
Since most people have homes, it is worthy of mention
that training in maintaining these homes is one need all
people have in common with one another.

In many instances

a student may say th0,t he or she l1as no need for this or
that particular discipline or skill.

How many can say the.t

they are not now, nor ever will be a member of a household
somewhere?

This one realization points out a universal need

based on actual fact.

To teach home maintenance and repairs

to all students should create better care of all homes
across the nation.
Because of advanced technology and autor,1ation in
industry and the resultant carry-over into the home there
is a need fo~ the housewife to lmow 8Ven more about industry
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and its products than her mother did.

It would be wrong to

say that the Industrial Arts laboratory is the only place
in which girls can acquire the necessary knowledge to fill
this need.

In many of the junior high schools these days

are found a general shop program available for the boys.
This type of shop facility will provide the best setting
for a girl's program in Industrial Arts.

If one subscribes

to the theory that many things are learned best by doing
rather than by talking about them it is easy to understand
that a program studying tools, materials, and processes of
industry can not be effectively taught in an academic classroom.
The Home Economics teachers answering the questionnaire stated that they had no desire, nor the capacity in
their facilities or their past training to present a program
of teaching young girls the important aspects of home maintenance and repair.

Although it is not of primary concern

where the program of home maintenance is taught, it might
be well to consider some advantages in teaching it in the
junior high in preference to the senior high school.

As

previously stated, the facilities in the junior high school,
although inadequate by some standards, are appropriate because
of the exploratory nature of courses presently taught in them.
In most junior high schools there are capable Industrial Arts
teachers to work with the Home Economics teachers in developing programs.

Tfost curricula could be al tared to give

14
opportunity to both home economics students and industrial
arts students to have experience in both areas.
Many women do minor home repairs.

The results of the

survey indicates a preference for more and better training
for preparing the future vrnman for this type of work.

The

average man in our society spends much less time around the
home than does the average woman.

It is most certainly the

1voman who is faced with the immediate need to do minor
repairs.

Perhaps she can leave them for the man?

Some

vromen say they have left them--for years--for the husband
to fix.
Although no predictions of the future use of this
type of training is made, it is a matter of record that women
were very valuable as skilled and semi-skilled workers in
factories and plants durin 0 World vVar II ( 54: 318) .

Women now

are also becoming more valuable to the industrial efforts of
this and other nations (54:320).
To indicate the extreme importance of having well
educated and informed women in our society, your attention
is referred to an article entitled "Needs and Opportunities
in Our Society for the Educated Wor.ian. 11
written by Esther Peterson (14:51).

This article vms

The main part of the

article is reproduced below to provide a parallel between
the needs of the woman of today and the needs of teaching
girls about industry today.

The woman of tomorrow v,ill be
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ready for life in the industrial world only if she is prepared today:
When higher education becomes the rule rather
than the exception, this privilege must be shared
by vrnmen, not only as a matter of simple justice,
but because vrn cannot do vii thout educated women
in our homes, in the professions, in business, and
industry.
On the other hand, I am not so sure that we are
doing a good job of educating women in home management and in the arts and ways of caring for children.
These subjects do not seem to find a place in most
educators curriculum discussions, but they are central to a woman's happiness. I suspect that many
college-educated women feel uncomfortable in the
household routine, not only because we fail to give
it the dignity it deserves, but because they have
never mastered the basic skills that give a sense
of pride in the work. Organization of time, so
necessary to a successful college career, is even
more essential for the well-being of a young mother.
Mastery of household skills, wise use of time, and
a comfortable attitude toward homemaking can give
a v10man the extra time she needs for intellectual
pleasures when she is housebound.
:Mrs. Peterson further states that we have approximately
twenty-four million working women in our labor force.

One-

third of all married vromen now hold jobs and by 1970, forty
percent of all working-age vromen will be in the labor force.
By 1970 it is predicted that over one-half of the vromen
betvreen forty-five and fifty-four years of age will be working as will almost half of those women in the thirty-five to
forty-four year age group.
Since it is not the purpose of educators drawing up
curricula to discriminate, any restrictions placed in an
educational process must be thoroughly justified.

There are
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justifications such as ability levels and meeting of standards, but the sex of the student should not be categorized
into this restrictive element.

The ·wriJcer does not ,,7ish to

discredit the abilities nor the intentions of the administrators within the schools to program girls into the available programs in industrial arts, but only to indicate some
of the reasons v1hy girls should be afforded equal opportunity to participate in all learning activities offered to
students in general education.
RELATED STUDIES

There have been numer01).s studies made covering the
topics of girls in industrial arts cmd :home mechanic courses
in industrial arts over the past thirty years.
studies may be referred to in the appendix.

The older

The most recent

studies vrere made by Sigurd B. Lund and Gaylord P. Bridges.
(Lir. Lund v1rote on industrial arts training for junior high
girls) (41:50).

Mr. Bridges listed in his study tvventy jobs

that were selected for girls to study.
from ninety possible jobs.

These were taken

These twenty pertained to repairs

of furniture, electrical appliances and electrical wiring
(51:202).

In the Industrial Arts and Vocational Education
r,Iagazine of September, 1958, there appeared an article
entitled "Co-education Wood Shop."

This was a summary of a
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six-term exchange program betvveen home economics students
and industrial arts students at the junior high level.

A

letter v1as sent home for po.rents' opinions to help for the
planning of the program.

'rhe results vrere indicative of a

very successful learning experience for the participants.
In conclusion the author said,
There is a demand from parents and students
alike to learn simple techniques like fixing an
electric plug or cord ends, refinishing :furniture,
hanging pictures and learning further techniques
in household care and upkeep (35:204).

CH.APTER II
REVIEW OF THE tITI~RATURE
OBJECTIVES OF INDUSTRIAL ARTS
The overall objectives of industrial arts is vrnll
defined across the nation except for a few local connotations
added to the main context to fulfill special needs.

The most

recent presentation of these objectives a11peared in the June
1966 issue of the Industrial Arts and Vocational Education
Magazine (39:24):
SERVING M.'.'.EHICAN YOUTH THROUGH A PRACTICAL :EDUCATION
FOR T1IF1~ IN A TECHNICAL SOCIETY
Industrial Arts:

1.

Explores INTERESTS and ABILITIES
Explore, develop and evaluate interests that
help in the choice of future education

2.

Augments ACADEMIC STUDIES
Bring greater understanding to other school
subjects through functional expression

3.

I~ncourages TE.ALI WOI1K
Opportunity to adjust socially and develop
acceptable behavior patterns through cooperative activities

4.

Devel ops SAJ?ETY HA13I rl:S
Apply and use snfe habits in school, home
and community life.

5.

Teaches RESOUJ:-WEFULNESS
Develop knovvledge and slcills basic to the
problems of home maintenance and repair.
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6.

Prepares for ENJOYAJ3LE LEISURE
Development of skills for desirable and
practical leisure time activities

7.

Teaches better USE and BUYING HABITS,
experiences and training in the intelligent
selection, care and use of consumer goods

8.

Develops CREATIVITY
Experiences in the use of basic tools, machines
and materials of industry to develop skill
and an appreciation of skills.

9.

Helps EVALUATE POTENTIAL
Explore the social, economic and cultural
aspects of various occupations that help
in the choice of a future

10.

Encourages PRIDE of CRAJ?TSI.1ANSHIP
Appreciate and use creative expression,
functional design and good workmanship

11.

Develops a Di~GREE of SKILL
Understand t11e dignity of the individual
as a craftsman and his contribution to
society

12.

Introduces the WORLD of INDUSTRY
Basic information about modern industrial
design, materials, machines, tools, processes
and the contribution of industry to society.
PHILOSOPHY OF INDUSTRIAL ARTS

To briefly explain the philosophy of industrial arts
would be a tremendous job for the most skillful writer.
Jolin 1!

1

•

l~.

Friese in his book entitled "Course T,:aldng in Indus-

trial Education" uses twenty-two pages to fully interpret
this philosophy (23:55-77).

The best and most precise

definition that has r.1ost recently been published is the one
by Mr. Delmar W. Olson of Kent State University.

He states
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that the philosophy of industrial arts indicates a general
condition of aimlessness in our thinking.

He further indi-

cates that the real source of subject matter in today's
industrial arts is still the trade, as at the beginning;
that the centrality is in the technical process and not in
the student, as originally conceived.

The true philosophy

of industrial arts vrill come forth in.directly through the
teachings promoted and fostered in the industrial arts laboratories across the nation.

As an indication of vihD.t this

philosophy is, or at least should be, the following is
quoted from Hr. Olson's article:
Indust:cial arts is a study of technoloc;y; its
origins, development, and advance; its technical,
social, economic, occupational, cultural, and
recreational nature and influences; through study,
research, experiment, design, invention, construction, and operation with t:1.e industrial materials,
processes, products, and energies: for the purpose
of acquainting the student vdth the technological
culture and aiding him in the discovery and development, release and realization of his own native
potential therein.
He continues by saying:
It is seen as man creatinc his own environnent
on earth, in space, and under the sea; as man controlling nature; as man himself. Philosophically
it is seen as man expressing purpose; nan with gifts
for ideation, reasoning, problem solving, creating
materials and energies for a freeing of this kind
from enslavement by nature and the environment (34:25).
Industrial arts does have a role in the general education of 1111 youn{~sters.

As stated by Richard W. :Burkhardt

of Ball State Teacher's College,

General education is designed to furnish a
common background :=or a responsible and satisfying li=e in a democratic society throu:'!,h acquainting students vri th our common heritage, by developing
skills and :1ttitudeD and values v1hich will help
individuals to solve t~eir personal problems and
to participate in their society. One view of the
curriculum is that all instruction is desic;ned
to achieve these goals and that general and spech:1.lized education o.re sir,1I)ly two Hays of approuch:Lng
the task. Seen in this light neither type is more
valuable than the other; both are essential. The
support of this position increases the value and
position of industrial arts" (10:64).
He goes on to say that the future definition of the
role of industrial arts will be written by the leaders in
industrial arts.
Another writer in speaking of curricular movements
within our school system said,
This nation can ill-afford to have younzsters
leave the public schools without a good understandi:1:z of technology, an important element in
our culture, nor can we allow youn~sters to leave
school rd th the range of t:=:.le:1ts unex.11lored and
underdeveloped. Industri2l arts, as the basic technological curriculuu area in the public school,
meets this vital need and has value in the overall
educational progru:m for al 1 youth.
~e further goes on to say that industrial arts has
many cultural and human v2lues--cul tural values sho<.'l that
11

u.1an is and vrill be a tool using and m2J;:ing animal of the

hic:;hest order" (40 :16).
In view of the foregoing information on the objectives
and philor3ophy of industriul arts it is obvious that to
accomplish the stated goals mentioned is to reaffirm the
philosophy of industrial arts.

To accm:ipl ish this is the
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job of each and every industrial arts teacher across the
nation.
HTDesT:-::"tIAL ARTS ,'.!;DUCATION

It is QUite apparent that the basis in the development of good industrial arts programs is dictated by t~e
culture i:::1 which the youth c:.re be inc educated.

Since our

culture ir:: baDiceslly t ochnological, it demands that students
be trained to live and work i:n. a technological society.
a body of func1ament::il subject r:10.tter that is of

cl

With

technical

nature, it falls to industrial arts to provide the procrams
to accomplish

thi □

task.

In October of 1963 muc~1 conment "v7as made about a
national curriculum for industrial

Notl1.ing

firm has been resolved at the time of writing this study.
A prog:l'.'arn recomr.1ended by Dr. Donald l'.bley vms quite different
in many aspects fron the usual ty1;e of program being taught
at the time.

It

wa □

threefold in purpose:

(1) to devslop

t~1.e individual's understanding and knmvledge of rdgni:ficant
technoloc;ical contributions; ( 2) an underst:inding of contemporary industry; and (3) the development of people capable
of coping with the requirements o:f living ::1nd contributin~
in a dynamic j_ndustrio.l and technolo:::;ico.l era.
His program Yrould include an anthropological study of
the development of toolf:'l, machines, :9ower, cor:mn:oication, and
transportation and their contributions to the growth of
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civilization.

This vrould be taught for a full year in the

seventh grade.

In the eighth grade he proposed a study of

contemporary industry using the group approach and line
production experiences as the means for accomplishing his
study.

The ninth grade included such units as research and

experimentation, more sophisticated studies of industry 0,nd
an opportunity for increased technical development.
tent vms technology and industry-centered.

The con-

The student

experiences were oriented in the l)rinciples of human grovrt;h
and development as well as recognized theories oJ learning.
It was a program that attempted a more complex approach to
recognized definitions and objectives of industrial o.rts.
He felt that the general shop with a considerable variety
of construction and test equipment was most ideal (30: 24).
The impact of autonation and the advanced rate of
technological changes has brought alJout many nev1 problems
facing the whole educational system and in particular the
industrial arts areas.

A e;ood question that is often posed

for the benefit of industrial arts teachers is:
we headed?"

I✓iany

"Where are

are aware of the fe.,ilings of some areas

within the structure of the educational system, but some
state their opinions more profusely than others.

One

example of this is a criticism given by Dr. Phillip H.
CoorJ.bs of the Ford Foundation.

He vms spealdng of industrial

arts in 1975 and the hopes for the future ·when he said:
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Almost everything that the schools and colleges
are doing is obsolete and inadequate today. This
applies to the curriculum, to the arrangements for
teacher training, to textbooks, to organization,
to methods, to teaching and learning, to school
architecture.
He vvent on to quote Will French by saying that:
"We need a revolution in secondary education something
comparable to taking the engine from the front end of the car
and putting it in the rear" (27:18).
GIRLS IN INDUSTRIAL ARTS
Mr. Fred A. Baer of Los Angeles, California says that
it is not new that girls are enrolling in industrial arts
courses in drafting, electronics, and graphic arts.

Girls

are succeeding in ninth grade industrial arts work with
little modification of content.

He says, "Many principals

are concerned that the industrial arts program in junior
}1igh school has value to all studt~nts enrolled in the school"
(5:87).
Another similar comment was one made by Mr. Robert
D. Brown of Northern University at DeKalb, Illinois.
said,
Industrial arts at the high school level in
grades 10, 11, and-12 is rather universally
offered to both boys and girls on an elective
basis. A great handicap to program development
has been the practice of keeping all girls and
the more scholastically capable boys away from
the industrial arts classes (9:25).

He

It has not been too many years ago that many localities felt it to be very impracticable and unrealistic for
girls to talrn a course in "manual arts."

It is good to

know that most of the informed people can 1.1ov1 overloolr these
outmoded ideas and face reality.

In an article written in

the December 1962 issue of School ShoQ, Mr. Howard Gerrish
aptly portrayed this thinking by saying,
I believe that all 'boys and girls should have
an appreciation of the multitude of manufactured
goods vv'hich daily pass through their hands and
malrn their lives more enjoyable. All girls and
boys should have a general understanding of woods
and metals, designing and production, electronics
and applied sciences.
Teen-age life is one of exploration, and children generally follow careers in which their
interests have been stimulated and their talents
and abilities have been given fe1. . tile ground in
which to grov-r. Industrial arts can and should
provide this fertile soil (24:14).
Of course, one could list many quotes on how vrell
girls are doing in industrial arts classes across the country,
but neither time nor space will permit.

However, in all

frankness we must admit that "girls as ·well ns boys need
this vrnrk as part of their general education core" (55 :223).
It is not too hard for ::1ost people to realize that the
broadening of a student's knowledge requires reaching into
many of the learning disciplines.

Since it is nov1 more

acceptable for girls to participate with boys in most endeavors, surely there should be no distinctions made in the
classrooms.
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HOliIE L'IECHAUICS IN INDUSTRIAL ARTS
IJ:any comments are rJ.ade amon6 teachers of industrial
arts concerning the course of home mechanics.

Undoubtedly

the course has been exploited by some teachers in the past
by using it to carry on a "stop-gap" or "keep-the-student
busy" type program.

There has also been a long history of

very successful home mechanic classes carried on in this
country.

A list of the many studies pertaining to these

courses can be seen in the appendix of this study.
It may enter the mind of the reader that a course of
this type was appropriate for the mother of 1920, but not
for the modern mother.

The truth is that vrn are as much in

need of good training along this line of worlc today as
ever ·were.

I.Io st people fail to recognize this.

'Ne

To illus-

trate, hovr many times have you or a member of your family
had a repairman into your home the past year to make "minor
repairs"?

Liost everyone could say they have.

You probably

felt the charge for this service to be excessive.

I:Iany

housewives, after seeing the repairs made, feel that they
could probably have done the job had they only known hovr.
A good course in home mechanics will instill the
desire for the future homeowner or housewife to do their
ovYn minor repairs.

It will provide them with a vmrlcing back-

ground and the courage to do the job.

This in turn will

afford the person an opportunity to gain self-respect and
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pride in home ovmership.
Many home mechanic courses are taught in the schools
to boys and girls.

l:Iany times they are taught as part of

other industrial arts courses, but the main course content
is there, interwoven into the program.

For example in a

typical junior high school shop course at the first level
of study in woodworking is listed:
Products in the Home."

11

Care of Wood and Wood

In metalworking is listed:

of Metals in the Home."

In electricity is listed:

Care of lfome Electrical Eg_uipment."

section is listed:

"Proper

At the second level

in the suggested project section is listed:
sils" and "Housel1old Repairs."

"Care

"Kitchen Uten-

In the electricity project

"Simple Repair and Maintenance of Home

Electrical Equipment 11 (11: 36) •
It is interesting to find out Vlhat industry thinks
concerning public school curriculum..

A recent survey that

yielded 215 returns indicated that preventive m.aintenance
and repairs was eighth in importance out of twenty-five
items.

These items were evaluated to determine whic?1 ones

should receive more emphasis vritb.in the industrial education
curricula.

All teachers of industrial arts subjects should

be intereoted in the titles of those items recommended to
receive less emphasis than preventative mainte;:iance and
repairs.

These included:

(1) vocational guidance,

(2)

safety procedures and practices, (3) individual differences,
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(4) skills in the use of tools and machines, and (5) con-

sumer knovvledge.

One can readily see by looking at the

chart (Figure 1) that the majority of items requiring
increased emphasis on this survey concerns the employee's
social relationship to his job.

The emphasis that has been

placed on maintenance and repair has either been adequate
and a need is felt for even more, or it has been in.adequate
and more is needed to bring it up to its rightful position.
Regardless of hov1 one interprets this information., if it is
felt that the survey is valid, the emphasis on preventative
mainteance and repair takes eighth place in priority ratings.

A home mechanics course in a good industrial arts

program will provide this increased emphasis (6:14).
HOLTE LIECHAHICS IN THE JIBifIOR HIGH SCHOOL

In a recent article, Pat H. Attebury of Western Washington State College in Bellingham said:
Since curriculum is not made but remade, not
built but rebuilt, any significant considerations
must consider criterions for chanc;e. There will
be continuous feedback between the curriculum
maker and the curriculum user. They are usually
the same people.
If we are to serve the objectives of e:cploration
of tools, machines, materials, and processes so
the youth can test his interests and aptitudes and
express himself creatively in these media of our
culture, the curriculum must provide broad areas
of ex1)erience.
To facilitate teaching, it makes sense to divide
our industrial arts content into areas of instructionally feasible packao;es by common elements rather

3
4
-Weighted Score -'f;;*

5

( in I ()O's)

.2

FIGURE 1
INDUSTRIAL ARTS OBJECTIVES
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than the traditional single material, single
process, or machine basis (4:18).
The author is in full agreement nith the above statements and wishes to re-stress the importance of the exploratory process at the junior high school level.

Remarks

similar to those of Dr. Attebury fully substantiate the
adaptability of the comprehensive general shop at the junior high level.
Some statistics for the school year of 1948-49 will
indicate how extensively general shop programs have been
used across the nation.

Of the 1,762,242 students enrolled

in high school industrial arts classes, 527,286 were attending general shop.

This is more than 100,000 over the largest

unit shop--woodworking (40:17).
For the many who are already convinced that indust1"ial
arts programs in the junior high school can and do contribute
much to the overall goals of industrial arts training, there
is no need to further justify it in the junior high curriculum.

For those v1ho maintain doubts and also question the

inclusion of such courses as home mechanics at this level,
a few comnents from leaders in the field should help clarify
existing misconceptions.

G. Harold Silvius outlined a pro-

gram for industrial arts through all three levels (elementary,

junior high, and senior high).

In the junior high

program he says that "grades seven through nine should be
maintained in mul tiple-2.ctivity shops by professionally
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q_ualified industrial a::i.."'ts teachers:
(1)

To provide general basic exploratory experience in vroodworking, metalworking, electricity, power mechanics, graphic arts,
drafting and industrial crafts. The outcomes should be directed at:
(a)

The development of o. degree of skill
in the use and underotanding of tools,
machines, and devices that are used
by the household handymo.n.

(b)

The opportunity for boys and girls
to do research and plan nrojects
(within practical limits; for the
work they wish to do with tools and
materials."

He further points out that at the senior hi,:_;h level
a planning course to help young men and women develop skills
and insights needed to intelligently plrm their homes should
be included (43:52).
In -'che New York City industrial art D curriculum for
the seventh, eighth, and ninth grades is the objective to
develop ability in the student that will afford him to make
simple repairs and improvements in the home.
ences made in the curriculum include:

Other refer-

"Home Liaintenance as

Applied to Woodworking, T.Ietalvrnrking, and Electrical Appliances."

This type of program has been in the Nev, York

curriculum for years.
Dr. Jerry Streichler presented a total progr3.m of
industrial education for course work in the seventh, eighth,
and ninth grades.

Under general information and growing up

is found the statement:

11

::{elates school life to home and
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family life."

There is no similar mention of the home-

school relationship at any other level.
Under the aims and objectives section for the seventh,
eighth, and ninth grades in industrial m.'"'ts courses in Newark, Hew Jersey can be found the follorring objectives:
provide knowledge and practice of home mechanics."

"To

Home

mechanics training is included in the general shop programs
through the first four levels of instruction in this particular program.

This indicates that in lfovv Jersey these pro-

grams are taught at the junior higl1 level in the genero.l
shop facilities (15:4-9).

CHAPTER III
RESULTS OF SURVEY
A short questionnaire type survey was presented to a
home economics teacher's workshop at Central Washington State
College.

There were sixteen members of this workshop.

Their

teaching experiences ranged from the junior high level
through college and from two years of teaching experience for
one member to thirty-one years for another.
age of almost fourteen years experience.

This is an aver-

Also indicated here

is the span of at least thirty years in age differential.
Although the sampling was small in numbers there were many
valuable cross-sectional attributes in the survey.

The

return was one hundred per cent which indicates that the
"halo" effect that is present in a mailed questionnaire did
not exist.

Both the very cooperative and the un-cooperative

returned the questionnaire.

Another fact to verify and

authenticate this sampling is that most of the women present
in this type workshop are quite professionally minded or
they would not have been in attendance.

This further enhan-

ces their opinions over those of the average caliber.
QUESTIONNAIRE RESULTS
Item
I.

A.

Question
Do girls have adeq_uate background
for home repair work?

Yes

No

No
Comment

2

13

1
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Item

Question

Yes

No

No

Comment

B.

Is more experience needed?

9

3

4

C.

Should a girl's program be the same
as boys in industrial arts?

2

11

3

Is there a need for home repairs
course in junior high?

7

7

2

Is your present course set up to
achieve all the necessary goals?

2

7

2

Is there a need for a course that
is centered around home-use?

5

3

8

Do you perform home repairs?

7

6

1

Would a home repairs course help you
with your work in the home?
10

0

6

Should the course be confined to
tools, processes and materials used
in the home?

1

5

D.
E.
G.
II. A.
B.
I.

10

It is obvious from the above information that the background for girls to perform repairs in the home is lacking in
both quality and quantity.

There is definitely a need shown

for girls to obtain more experience in home repairs.

This

need should be provided for in a different type program than
is presently being taught boys.
Other information derived from the questionnaire suggested that hand tool skills and practical consumer knowledge
be incorporated into a course.

It was the opinion of most of

the women that simple repairs around the home using basic
hand tools are desirable for girls to learn.
The areas of instruction that were listed as being
most important to the girls were the electrical, woodworking
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and home mechanics.
The course of study coincides with the desires of the
women answering the q_uestionnaire except metalworking is
included as a sub-area.

Also the home mechanics aspect of

the course is incorporated into the over-all program rather
than existing as one indpendent unit.
The survey indicates that the skills to be emphasized
in each area are:
Electricity:

Repair and care of appliances,
replacing fuses, repairing cords
and lamps, read electric meters, etc.

Woodworking:

Driving nails, painting, finishing,
filling, replacing hardware, etc.

Mechanics:

Hanging pictures, cleaning sink
traps, fixing faucets, repairing
locks, care of tools, etc.

The one rather important point brought out in the
comments section in the survey was that the high school could
be a better place for this course.

Half of the respondents

indicated their doubts about the success of this course at
the junior high level.
If the reader desires more information about this survey, his attention is directed to the format in the appendix
of this paper.

CHAPTER IV
cmms:8 OF STUDY

In evaluating information to determine the best possible course of instruction, one customarily runs into
conflict.

There is always an alternative to the choice

selected that merits much consideration.

For each unit

that was accepted for inclusion in this course of study,
there were others e~ually acceptable.

This is also true

when determining which project is the best to select and
use.
More time will be spent in a laboratory vrnrking
situation than in any other form of activity.

This course

can be considered to be a project-oriented course.

The

project is merely another incentive--an instrument to provide something tangible from which the student can learn.
The operations performed by the student with the tools and
materials are the main objectives of the learning experience.
The practical nature or value of the project is of minor
value.

"HOUSEHOLD IiIAINTENANCE AND REPAIRS

WILSON JUNIOR HIGH SCHOOL
Yakima, Washington

by

Lyman N. Crane
August 1966

This course of study was drawn up -~o be available for
reference and utilization in the event adjustments vvere made
in the present curriculum.

The need vms evidenced due to

the lack of confidence that the author had in the validity
of the exchange programs previously attempted within the
Yakima City Schools.

Only constructive criticism is intended

when the author states that it is erroneous to assume that
any lasting value can be derived from a "q_uick exchange"
program of very short duration.

It is herein recommended

that if the program is to be used in the future, it must be
better planned for and of a longer duration.

Hence the

following program is set up on a full semester basis and may
be adjusted to fit the need vJithin the time allotted.
Special gratitude is expressed to Mr. Stanley A.
Dudley for his extra devotion and effort in assuring that a
suitable program be organized to fit the needs of this
study.
Lyman N. Crane

HOUSEHOLD EAIHTENANCE AHD n:~PAIR ESTIT.IATES OJF TIT'm
SET✓rnST~R

DISTRI13UTIOH :l?OR THE

t

S PLAN 0:81 WORK

.... ... .

Organization of class ••
Get class started.

2 hours

:Planning and group instruction. • • • • • • • • 10 hours
Degin.ning of term--plan work nith students
and for short lecture at beginning of
periods.
Student's application • • • • . • • . • • . • • 60 hours
Start v,ork in laboratory to vrork on
projects and clean up at end of period.
Student organization • • • • • • • . • • •
Selecting, organizing, and changing
class officers.
Liarlri11z s3rsten1.

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

:I:xplanation a:i.1d evaluation

.
011.

. .

.

.cai~ds.
. . . . . .

2 hours

1 hour

Audio-visual program • . • • • • • • • • • • • • 4 hours
Films, filmstrips and review and discussion.
Testing • • . • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •
Quizzes each Friday and the mid-term and
final examination at semester's end.
Clocing of shop • • • • • • • • • • • • •
Turn in last project work, textbooks,
clean lockers, turn in padlocks, etc.

...

2 hours

..

3 hours

Estimated time with no students in class ••
Other school activities, holidays or
emergencies.
Total

6 hours

90 hours
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INTRODUCTION
To fully explain the philosOilhy of the Yakima Public
Schools as stated by the superintendent's staff vrould entail
much information •

.Althou:.;h relevant to the over-all program

within the schools, to include the complete philosophy here
vwuld make this introduction too bulky.
certain parts o.re cited.

Therefore, only

Under the section that explains

how to achieve the goal of well-educated citizens is found:
Provide the total educational experience designed
to contribute to the development of effective ethical
character and recognize that spiritual, social, civic,
economic and vocational competencies are as important
as academic literacy.
Provide a school □ ituation and curriculum adaptable eaough to meet the educational needs of a changing society.
Em11hasize for all learners the north and dignity
of all essential work.
Continually evaluate the results of our worlc and
constantly loolc for ways to improve.
To specify more directly the aims of this course,
information from the Industrial Arts Course Outline will be
listed.

This outline w·as dr2wn up for the Yakima Public

Schools in 1960.

The introductory comrnents are:

Industrial arts education meets general educational
needs. It is taught in regular class periods and
without emphasis on saleable skills. A wide variety
of industrial knmvledge, materials and kinds of work
are employed. It should be provided for all students
at the intermediate and secondary level. Experience
in industrial arts vrnrk develops interests and talents
which help in the selection of occupations, develops
avocational interests, and provides technological
education for everyday living (56:1).
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Wilson Junior Hie:;h School vms constructed in 1961.
It i::; the fourth junior bigh school constructed in Yakima,
Washington.
was 930.

The stua.ent population during the yectr 1965-66

Sltchtly under half of the students were boys.

The industric,J. arts lalJoratories share a northeast
vlinc of the building along ·with tho home economics de1x:1rtri1en-t.
There are tvrn laborc•otories,

0110

in VThich a unit shop in

v✓ 0od

v10r};:in6 and drawj_nc; is taught to seventh o,nd ninth grade
boys and the other in Yrhich a general shop :oroc;ram is taught.
The industrial o,rts department was stf:lrted in 1957 v1hen the
junior and senior high schools were sharing the facilities
of J~isenhovrer Hic;h School.

I:Iore than 1, L1rQ0 students have

been th::cough the programs in each of these shops over the
past nine years.
This new course for sirls is designed to be taucht
on a daily basis of one-hour sessions for eighteen weeks.
It could be one of nany courses in the general education proer2.m of the youth in this junior hic;h school.
The nature of the physical plant lends itself to allow
all students to pass to and from the laboratory with ense.
It p:!'.'ovic1es

cUl

atmosphere for v.rork and explorr:::tion.

These

facilities are very adeauate for teaching this prorosed
course.
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I.

Course Objectives
TieloTI is n list of the specific aims for the course:

A.

To fulfill as niany of the general objectives of
industrial arts as possible.

J3.

To provide an opportunity for girls to learn more
about home maintenance and repairs than has been
the past custom.

c.

To assist girls in becoming faailiarized vri th the
products, tools, and procedures of industry.

D.

To acquaint girlo nith the basic tools used in
industrial arts shops in the junior high schools.
To allov, girls the opportunity to do construction
v10rk with tools and materials; to gain experience
and confidences for later application in the home.
To permit girls to po.r·ticipate in a student program of shop management that will help develop
leadership and self-reliability in their personalities.

G.

To encourage girls i11 making proper use and providing proper care of the house and household
equipment.

II. Course Content
A.

The course includes four instructional phases:

1.

Planning phase at beginning of semester

2.

Laboratory phase in electricity

J.

Laboratory phase in woodworking

4.

Laboratory phase in metalworking

These last three phases are to be taught as a multiple
activity wherein all three areas are in operation sinml taneously.
a) Planning phase
(1) Objectives
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(a)

To orient the students to the shop
facilities and the program.

(b)

To as:::dst student in planning her
vrnrk and doing the daily asDigned
notebook work.

( c)

To acquaint the student v1i th the
tools; methods and materiQls she
will use in the course.

(d)

To relate through study the many
facets of our industrial society.

(e)

To assist the student in receiving
full benefit from the learning
experiences she vrill derive while
participating in the planning activities of this course.

(2) Activities:
(These are teacher planned
and supervised)
(a)

Organize tho class into three groups,
i) electrici t;y
ii) vroodwor};:ing
iii) metalvrnrking

(b)

Take care of necessary enrollment
or~;ani zat ion.

(c)

Present class procedure, rules, and
work policies.

(d)

Explain shop clean-up assignments.

(e)

Set up student personnel organization.

(f)

Plan with the student the project
vrnrk to follow.

(g)

Present related information by means
of lectures, demonstrations, diocussions, etc.

(3) General Safety Precautions:
(a)

Safety rules should be outlined for

all tools, machines, and procedures as well as shop conduct
by people in the shop.

It

j_s

it1J.portant to review fire drill

and air raid regulations vri th each class.

The treatment of

injuries and the place and contents of the first aid kit ere
necessary items of interest to the new student in a shop
program.

A shop safety program utilizing charts, sloeans,

nnd any other methods to promote shop safety should be incorporated.

Safety tests for machine usage should be used and

danger areas should be identified around power tools.

Proper

movement around the laboratory should also be stressed.
(4) Administrati.ve Units:
(a)

An important aspect of any indus-

trial arts laboratory is the similarity of function that it
has in common with an actual industrial plant or factory.
It is valuable for all students to participc.te in tho actual
direction and operation of the shop activity.

With this

purpose in mind, the student personnel duties that follow
are listed to indicate to the reader the management needs for
this course.
(b)

Shop Personnel
Superintendent

1.
2.

3.
4.

5.
6.
7.

Supervises all shop officers and workmen.
Calls class to order upon hearing tardy bell.
Turns class over to teacher after roll is taken.
Receives class back from teacher and sends foremen and
tool clerks to duty stations.
Sends class to work stations.
Oversees all shop activity during work time.
Calls cleanu:9--leaving ample time to clean shop thoroughly.
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8.

9.
10.
11.

Spreads sweeping compound for sweepers' use.
Receives cleanup and tool rqJorts from various foremen.
Assigns substitutes at beginning of period with help of
area foreman.
Dismisses class at sound of bell if all checks are
affirmative.
Safety Engineer

1.
2.

3.

4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

9.

Checks shop at beginning and end of period for proper
heating, lighting and ventilation.
Turns off gas and air valves if left on.
Assists with Shop Safety Program.
Performs a pre-vrork check of all students for improper
clothing and of the shop for any safety hazards.
Posts safety information and puts up posters on shop
safety.
Maintains a record of all shop accidents in Superintendent's Handbook.
Ha int a ins first aid kit.
Reports all injuries and hazards to teacher.
Assists the class while at work by offering safety suggestions and by correcting unsafe acts.
Records Clerk and Librarian

1.
2.

3.

4.

Keeps library and }Jlanninc center in order.
Assists instructor in keeping records.
Checks books and magazines in and out for student's use.
Performs other duties as assigned.
All Foremen

1.
2.

3.
4.

5.
6.

Assists Safety J~ngineer with safety program in his area.
Sees that all benches, tables, and machines in his area
are clean at end of period.
Assists the Superintendent in assigning substitutes in
his area.
Co-operates with and helps tool clerks ·with tool control.
Oversees and assists students in his area v1ith their work.
I\Iaintains progress chart on all students in his area.
Special Foreman Duties

Electrical Foreman
7. Turns off all electrical devices and unplugs appropriate
cords.
Woodworking Foreman
7. Closes all unclosed wood vises at end of period.
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Sheet Uetal Foreman
7. J?uts away all unused sheet metal that is still in shop
at period's end.
Bench Metal Foreman
7. Closes all unclosed bench utility vises at end of period.
Foundry J?oreman
7. Schedules students work in foundry area.
8. Is in charge of foundry furnace operation.
All Tool Clerks
1.

2.

3.
4.
5.

Checlrs all tools in his panel at beginning and end of
period.
Reports all missing and broken tools to his foreman.
Reports all tools in need of repair or sharpening to
his foreman.
Places all tools in place at end of period.
Checks tools out to students if need arises.
All Floor Sweepers

1.
2.

3.
4.

Keeps floors in neat and clean order.
Sweeps floor AFTER tables and machines have been cleaned
off.
Hesponsi ·ble for broom \Vi th his number on it and that it
is kept in rack when not in use.
Co-operates with other floor sweepers.
Stoclanan

1.
2.

3.
4.

Assists in the storage of supplies and equipment.
Helps keep the balcony storage clean and neat.
Assists with the issue of materials and supplies.
Picks Ul') any reusable materials which may be discarded.
Sinkman

1.
2.

3.

Cleans sink at end of period.
Schedules student's use of fountain and sink if needed.
Prevents improper use of sink area (especially the drain).
This rotation plan below provides an opportunity for

all students to participate in a cross-sectional representation of all duties and offices in the typical shop or industrial plant.
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(c)

Rotation

Plan for Thirty Students (five areas)
No. Duty in Shop

Area

1. East Counter
2. Electrical Foreo.an
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.
25.
26.
27.
28.
29.
30.

Safety Engineer
Electrical Tables
Electrical Tools
Aisle 1/1 Sweeper
llr
Aisle it'c:.
Svrneper
South Counter
Wood Foreman
Stockman
·wood Table Cleaner
Woodworking Tools
Power Tool Foreman
Sheet Metal Tools
Aisle #3 Sweeper
Sheet r1fotal Foreman
Furna.nee Cleaner
Sheet I:Ietal Tables
Superintendent
Bench Lietal Tables
Bench I:Ietal Tools
Aisle /l4 Sv,eeper
Bench Metal Foreman
Clean-up Foreman
Foundry Foreman
Records Cler};:
Foundry Bins
]foundry Tools
Aisle #5 Sweeper
Sink and Fountcdn

Area

Area

Area

Area

1

2

3

4

5

1
2

19
20
21
22

9
10
11
12

3
4
5
6

13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22

7
8

8

25
26
27
28
29
30
1
2

13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22

7
8

3
4
5
6
7

23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30

9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24

23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
1
2
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23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
1
2

9
10
11
12

3
4
5
6

13
14
15
16
17
18

7

3
4
5
6
7

9
10
11

le!
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28

8

29
30
1
2

9

3

10
11
12

4
5
6

b) Laboratory Phase in Electricity
(1)

Project Building

The project selected to be built in this area of
instruction is a simple buzzer.

It was selected because

there are requirements for various cutting, drilling, sanding, bending, screvling, winding operations as ·well as a
variety of materials to work with.

The basic electrical

principles of magnetism, electromagnetism, and electron flow
can be taught using this type of project.
(2)
(a)
(b)

(c)
(d)
(e)

(f)

To provide an opportunity to learn basic application principles of electricity.
To learn how electricity is utilized in the home.
To learn safety procedures, safe practices, use
of tools and equipment in the electrical area of
vrork.
To develop some skills in working with electrical
tools and materials.
To learn basic repairs and maintenance of electrical appliances and equipment in the home.
To gain some valuable knowledge of occupations,
consumer goods, values of health, and an understanding of the electrical industry.
(3)

(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)

(e)

(f)

(g)
(h)

( i)
( j)
(k)

Electricity Objectives

Hand Operations Involved

Preparing a vrnod base using basic woodworking
methods for squaring wood.
Sawing and planing wood.
Sanding and finishing vrood.
Sawing and bending of metal.
Filing and drilling of metal.
Sanding and polishing of metal.
Winding a coil and making splices or terminal
connections with magnet wire.
Drilling holes in vwod and settine scre\'ls.
Cutting and bending of sheet metal.
Threading with a tap.
Assembling with a screvrdri ver and vrrench.
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(4)
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)
(e)
(f)
(g)
(h)

(i)

( j)
(k)
(1)

Procure materials.
Layout and cut out wood base.
Sand and seal wood base.
Put base aside and lay out metal.
Cut out metal (strap iron).
E'il e, sand and bend met al •
Drill holes in metal and cut threads.
Sand and buff metal.
Make core and insulate for winding.
Wind coil and scrape insulation from end of vvires.
Assemble parts and connect wires.
Apply final finish to wood base.
( 5)

(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)
(e)

(f)

~~~

(i)

( j)
(k)

(f)

(g)
(h)

(b)
(c)

Tools and Equipment Needed

Try square and pencil.
Crosscut saw or backsmv.
He,cksaw, vise, ball pein hammer.
Electric hand drill or drill press.
Buffer or polishint:; machine.
Flat mill file (snooth).
Tap, handscrew, and screwdriver.
Tin snips, abrasive paper, and socket wrench.
(7)

(a)

Liat erials Needed

Piece of wood, 1 x 4 x 4.
Piece of strap iron or heavy gauge galvanized
1/8 X 9/16 X 8.
Stove bolt, 1/8 x 2 1/2.
Piece of ICC or XXX: tinplate, 1 x 4-.
Insulation fabric for washer construction.
Friction tape for insulation.
Round head brass wood screws, 1/2 x 5 (six each).
Abrasives and finishing materials.
Liagnet vYire, 30' of 22 gauge.
Round head brass machine screw·, 8/32 x 3/ 4.
Fahnstock clips for terminals, two each, 1/2 :x: 3/4.
(6)

(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)
(e)

Suegested Procedure

Teaching Aids and Materials Needed
by Teacher

For layout:

Try square, pencil, vrood and rule (wood),
steel square, scratch awl (metal).
For cut out: J3ac1:saw for vrnod, hacksav, for metal,
vrood and metal vises.
]?or squaring: Try square, jacl{ and block planes
and scmder.
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(d)
(e)

(f)
(g)

(h)
(i)

For bending: Jig, vise, hammer, and seamer.
For drilling: Electrical hand drill, bits, rule,
center punch.
For tapping: Tap, handle, and vise.
li'or assembly: Screvrdriver, rule, wrench (socket
tY})e) •
For winding coil: Tape vmshers, tin snips, vise,
abrasive paper or Jr,..nife, wire,
and bolt.
For finishing: Brush, finishing material, table,
abrasive paper, thinner, rags,
clean, dust-free room.
(8)

Drawing for the Project

The drawing for the buzzer ( Fi 6-'1.n·e 2) is drawn to
full scale.

In order to provide measuring experience for

the student, the dimensions were left off.

It is intended

that the student will gain some additional dr2.v1ing experience
from having to label the vievrs and place the dinensions on
the drawine.
(9)

Sketches to be Placed on the Chalkboard

The sketches to be used by the teacher durj_ng the
planning period will be placed on the chal1r:board (Figure 3).
Each student vvill have a copy of the buzzer plans at her desk.

(10)
(a)
(b)
(c)
( d)
(e)
(f)
(g)
(h)
(i)
( j)

Safety Precautions to be Emphasized

Observe all shop safety rules.
Alvmys clamp stock firmly in vise.
Saw as near the vise jaws as possible and practical.
Watch for other vvarlrnrs while working.
Use caution around sharp metal edges.
Do not force the hand drill (keep bits sharp).
Do not force handsaws.
Care vri th vise handles ( woodvrorking) must be
exercised.
Use the proper size bit for later tapping operation.
Keep hand not holding the screwdriver away v1hile
setting screws.
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(11)

Suggested References for Students

Ilefer to bibliography at end of the course of study.
First four books listed are the best for student reference
vrorlc.
c)

Related Information
(1)

(a)

(b)
(c)
( d)

Hevv to fix a lamp.
How to replace a burned-out fuse (plug t;ype).
Hov, to replace a burned-out light fixture.
Hovi to inspect damaged electrical appliances.

(2)
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)

(c)
(d)

General Information

Information about electrical occupations.
Consumer knowledge of electrical products.
Health and safety in electrical endeavors.
Understanding the electrical industry.
(3)

~~~

Specific Information

Technical Information

~f!~~;~~m.Current.
T;ypes of electric circuits.
Effects of electricity.
d)

Laboratory Phase in Woodworking

A sam-1Jle course of study was produced for this area;
the only information vrhich vras not included on the sample
follows:
e)

Related Information
(1)

(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)

How
Hovv
How
Eow

to
to
to
to

Specific Information

install handles and dro.vrer pulls.
hang pictures, towel racks, and curtain rods.
tighten loose joints on furniture.
replace stairway treads.
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(2)
(a)
(b)
( c)
(d)

Information about woodvrorking occupaticns.
Consumer kr10v1ledge of vv0odvrnrking products.
Heal th and safety in vroodvrorking endeavors.
Understandine the vrood industry.
(3)

(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)

General Information

Technical Information

Reading blueprints and sketches.
Production of lumber and lumber types.
Purchasing and measuring of lumber.
Preserving and protecting wood.
f)

Laboratory Phase in J'.Ietalvrorking

(1)

Project Building

The project selected to be built in this area of
instruction is a dustpan.

It vms selected because there are

basic sheet metal procedures in layout, cutting, bendin6 ,
rivetting, etc. that will help the girl understand sheet
metal vrnrk.

It vms selected also for its practical value

to the girl for use in the home later.
(2)
(a)
(b)

(c)
(d)

(e)

(f)

Lletalworking Objectives

To provide an 01)portuni ty for girls to learn some
basic raetalvrorking principles D.nd procedures.
To help girls become better informed about the
uses of aetal products in the home and industry.
To assist girls in developing safe practices vrhile
vrnr1cing with tools and equipment in the metal area.
To afford girls the opportunity to develop basic
skills in vrorking vri th meto.l tools and materials.
To help girls learn basic l"epairs and upkeep of
metal products in the hor.ie.
To assist girls vri th their search for knowledge
pertaining to consumer goods, values of health
and to give an understanding of the metalworkinc;
industry.

5D
(3)
(a)
(b)
(c)
( d)
(e)

(f)

(g)
(h)

Laying out lines on sheet metal with scratch awl.
Cutting sheet metal vrith tin snips.
Filing edges of sheet metal smooth.
Bending sheet metal over stakes.
Piercing, punching, and drilling hole □ in sheet
metnl.
Riveting sheet metal.
Sanding and polishing sheet metal.
Spraying metal products vri th a spray gun.
(4)

(a)
(b)

(c)
(d)
(e)
(f~
(

p

6

(h)

(i)

( j)

Tools and Eg_uipment Needed

Steel rule, sg_uare, and scratch awl.
Tin snips.
Hand seamer.
Sheet metal stakes and soft face hammer.
Flat mill file (smooth).
Rivet bar, anvil, and tinner's rivet hammer.
Spray gun.

(7)
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)

J\Iaterials Needed

Galvanized sheet metal, 20 gauge, 15 :x: 15.
Flat head tinner's rivets, 12 each 10 oz.
Steel wool and abrasive paper.
(6)

(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)
(e)
(f)
(g)

Suggested Procedure

Drav, plans for dustpan to full scale from sample
plan.
Procure necessary materials (metal and rivets).
Lay out lines on metal.
Cut out parts to dustpan.
File all edges smoothly.
Fold hems and make bends for seams.
Punch or pierce holes.
Rivet or make other seams.
Sand and buff.
Spray on finish.

(5)
(a)
(b)
(c)

Hand Operations Involved

Teaching Aids and Liaterials Needed
by Teacher

For layout:
steel square and scratch awl.
For cut out: tin snips.
For filing edges: flat mill file (smooth).
For bending: hand seamer, stakes and soft face
hammer.
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(e)

(f)
(g)
(h)
(i)

For ma.l;:ing holes: punch, hammer, hand drill,
vise.
For riveting: riveting hammer, rivet bar, and
rivets.
For smoothing: abrasive paper and steel wool.
For finishing:
spray gun and metal laq_uer.
For additional instruction: information and
instruction sheets.
( 8)

Drw,-ring for the Pi,..,oject

The drawinc~ for the project is nt half scale on the
plan to be given the student.

She will in turn dravr the

l)lfln at full ,scale and cut it out, ta11e togetl1.er, and submit
to teacher for approval before procuring nateri!Clls for the

(9)

Sketches to be Placed on the
Chalkboard

The sketches to be used by the teacher during the
planning period ·will be l)laced on the chalkboard (Figure 8) •
(10)

Safety Precautions to be
:~r::1phasizod

In addition to those t;1at apply in the electrical and
vroodvvorkinc areas the student should observe the follouing
rule13 that are peculiar to worl:ing vrith netal:
(a)
(b)
(c)

( a.)
(e)

(f)

(g)

Protect your eye □ with face shield rilien grinding
or drillinc;.
Do not use o., hamrner v1ith a loose head.
Use only files properly eg_uipped with a satisfactory handle.
AlTTays file edges on sheet metal.
Alvmys clam1J 1:1.etal tightly vvhen drilling.
Do not rivet on sheet metal stakes.
Do not buff sheet metal projects on buffer
until checlcod.
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(11)

Suggested References for Students

Refer to bibliography in the metalworking part at the
end of this course of study.

The first three books listed

are the best for student reference work.
g)

Related Information

(1)
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)

How
How
How
How

to
to
to
to

clean a sink trap.
repair a leaky faucet.
adjust a toilet flush tank.
fix broken or loose doorlcnobs and locl:s.
(2)

(a)
(b)
(c)
(c1)

(c)
(d)

General Information

Information about metalworking occupations.
Consumer knov1ledc;e of metalworking products.
Heal th and safety in metalworking endeavo1"s.
Understanding the metal industry.
(3)

(a)
(b)

Specific Information

Technical Information

Sources of ravr materials for the metal industry.
Refining of metals.
Production of metals.
Characteristics of metals.

(12) Quizzes and Unit Test at Conclusion
of Unit

A s2,m1)le of one ty_pe of quiz and also a unit test

sample has been selected from a general shop course presently
in operation to indicate one method of evaluation.

(Figures

9 and 10).
(13) Daily Work and Information Coverage

By vievling the sample unit plan for vroodvrnrking, the
reader will be able to visualize the work and information
that is to be :presented each day.

To lrnep the bulk of this
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study down, only the woodworking plan is included.

It is

understood that the other three areas of instruction would
utilize a similar plan.
(1L1r) Sam11le of Teacher ts Records and

Their ~Purpose
Record

Purpose

(a) Grade Chart

To keep a runn:Lng accuril.ulation of Grades
or points for each individual in each
area.

(b) Progress Chart

To keep a weekly record in v1ri ting of
the progress on projects and also to
provide training for area foremen.

(c) Project Assignment To re-enforce the verbal assigm1ent

Sheet

(d) Floor Plan of

Shop

made for project work and to specify
restrictions, if any, the materials
issued for construction and time projects are due.
To inform the student of the facilities
available and start them with their
study of □hop terminology and help them
to read and orient a floor plan.

(e) Tool Study Sheet

To -provide each student with a diagram
of each tool to have in her notebook
for reference as a learning aid.

(f) Project Grade
Sheet

To be attached to project for final
evaluation, also to give weight of
each part value wise and to afford
student evaluation.

(g) Student Instruct ion Sheet

To assist students v✓ i th steps involved
in construction, provide extra information, and teach how to follow written
instruction.

(h) Film Order Sheet

To assist instructor in ordering film
for specific days and weeks.

Yv'EEKLY QUIZ OH lIETALWORKIHG SAFETY, STE3L AHD COPPER

Directions:

Place the appropriate letter or letters on line
at left of question number.

1.

There are approximately (a) 10 (b) 15 (c) 20
(d) 25 (e) 30 tons of iron or steel in use
in this country for every person.

2.

The statement belorr that is false is:
(a) Slag is drarm off through the cinder notch in
a blast furnace.
(b) Clean iron is drawn off through the lower iron
notch.
( c) Fro1:i the proce:3s of ore reduction in a blast
furnace iron will piclr up from Ji~ to 4 :per
cent carbon.
(d) A blast furnace is charged from the top.
(e) A blast furnace is emptied every twelve hours
vrhen 100 to 200 tons of iron will be drawn off.
Iron ore is but one of the four required rmv materials for the production of iron. The other three
are: (a) fuel (b) zinc (c) carbon (d) limestone
(e) air (f) sandstone (g) magnesium.

4.

The temnerature at the base of a blast furnace is
nearest~ (a) 350 degrees (b) 3,500 degrees
(c) 35,000 degrees.
The three methods of producing steel from either
steel scraps and hot metal or pig iron are: (a)
:Bradley Process (b) closed hearth (c) blast
furnace (d) electric furnace (e) :Bessemer Process (f) hot blast method (g) open hearth
(h) reduction method.

6.

The two basic lcinds of metals and alloys are those
made fro1:i iron that are called: (a) ferrous
(b) non-ferrous, and those Yrithout iron in them
called (c) ferrous (d) non-forrouc.
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7.

The statement below that is not fully correct is:
(a) Wear goggles or face shields when grinding
metal, vrnldinc:; or doing foundry pouring.
(b) Roll up your sleeves and tuck in your tie rrhile
vmrking.
(c) Never wear a cap--keep your hair short.
( d) Wear a shop apron or a shop coat.

8.

The two types of mining methods for obtaining
copper ores from the earth are:
(a)
and (b)
-------

9.

Which otatement belo1'l is false:
(a) ~efining of copper from ores is expensive and
a complicated process requiring many phases
of refinement.
(b) Copper can never be made 100;0 pure, but quite
nearly.
(c) The majority of the ore that is processed is
vmste material.
(d) 3lecticity and acid are used in the final step
in refining copper from its ore completely.
(e) The symbol for copper in the table of elements
is cu.

10.

Which statement beloi:v is true:
(a) Copper deposits are not found all over the
vrorld.
(b) When co1Tper ores are found it is common for
there to be much pure copper near the ores in
a natural form.
(c) Nost copper products are out in the open for
usage, but much of the coppe1,. itself is covered
up or buried from vision.
(d) Copper is very, very plentiful in the U.S.
and inexpensive.
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FIGURE 10
UNIT TEST IN ET1ECT~:1ICITY

Ha,me
Directions:

Period

Select the proper answer for each question or
statement and place the proper letter to the
left of the number on the line provided. READ
EACH QUJ~STIOIT CARE1!7ULLY! ! ! !

1.

THREE :BArtLY experimenters with electricity were:
(a) Faraday (b) Volta (c) Edison (d) Whitney
(e) Franklin (f) Jenkins.

2.

THREE SOURCES of electrical power are:
(a) Lightning (b) motors (c) steam plants (d) atomic
energy (e) generators (f) hydro-electric.

3.

Standard home appliances in the United States
operate on:
(a) 40 cycles (b) 20 cycles (c)l20
cycles (d) 60 cycles.

4.

Electricity (electrons) always flow through a
conductor from:
(a) positive to negative (b) negative to positive.

5.

Electron flow in both directions is called:
(a) A.C.
(b) D.C.

6.

The law of magnetisri1 states that:
(a) unlike
poles attract (b) like poles attract (c) unlike
poles repel.

7.

The following materials are good magnetic conductors:
(a) strap iron (b) aluminum (c) copper
(d) cobalt
(e) plastic.

8.

Wire is measured from size zero ( 0) to twenty-four
(24) on the:
(a) British wire gauge (b) standard
gauge (c) American standard wire gauge (d) Russian Wire gauge.

9.

Four common types of electrical splices are the
pi~-tail, tap or branch, and the:
(a) Union Pacific
(bJ Underwriters
(c) Western Union.
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10.

Four common types of wire conductors for carrying
electrical energy to loads are house wire,
flexible, heater cord, and:
(a) chain (b) telephone wire
(c) magnet wire.

11.

Three places where electromagnets are used are:
(a) bells
(b) cameras
(c) compasses
(d) toasters
(e) telephones (f) circuit breakers.

12.

The best type of electrical current for magnetizing
is:
(a) A.C.
(b) D.C.

13.

All batteries supply:

14.

The two major types of batteries or cells are the
primary and the:
(a) initial
(b) dry cell
(c) secondary (d) six cell (e) wet cell.

15.

The condition of a storage battery may be checked
with an instrument called a:
(a) 9alvanometer
(b) battery checker (c) ammeter ,d) hydrometer
(e) pyrometer.

16.

There is less loss in transnitting electricity if
it is:
(a) stepped up to high voltage
(b) stepped
down to low voltage.

17.

A step-dovm transfor1:1.er h2.s (a) more
(b) less
turns on the primary than on the secondary.

18.

The most commonly used voltages in U.S. homes are:

(a) 150 - 250
( d) 60 - 80.

(a) A.C.

(b) 110 - 120

(b) D.C.

(c) 115 - 130

19.

The
the
and
(e)

20.

The three main types of electrical circuits are
series, parallel, and (a) series open (b) closed
(c) series-parallel (d) complex.

21.

The term that explains or means that there is less
voltage in a circuit because of more resistance
is called:
(a)voltage loss (b) current drop
(c) voltage drop (d) current loss.

four main parts of an electrical circuit are
load, source, of energy, controlling device,
(a) lar:1ps (b) resistor (c) svvitches
(d) fuse
conductor.

<)

6u

22.

Iron is a (a) better (b) worse
electricity than is copper.

conductor of

23.

Electricity comes into the home first through the:
(a) switch box (b) distribution panel
(c) kilowatt hour meter.

24.

Incandescent means:
(a) burning with intense heat
(b) glowing at red hot
(c) glowing at white hot.

25.

Li~ht is measured in:
(a) kilowatts
(c; ohms
(d) ergs
(e) foot candles

26.

PLACE A T FOR TRUE STATELTENTS AND AN F FOR FALSE
STATEivIENTS.
Natural magnets are also permanent magnets.

27.

Han can make :permanent magnets.

28.

Idan has a perfect conductor, but is unable to :find
a perfect insulator.

29.

Number 14 house wire is most commonly used in
house lighting.

30.

A valuable formula to use in electrical work is:
Current equals voltage divided by resistance.

31.

Electricity ·will not flmv through a wire unless the
circuit is open.

32.

Tvrn methods of charging a battery are the quick and
slovv methods.

33.

Two materials used to clean battery terminals on a
storage battery are vinegar and water.

34.

A device used to increase and decrease the voltage
is called a rectifier.

35.

The voltage in a series circuit is increased by l½
vol ts when a nevi dry cell is added to the present
set-up.

36.

The hotter the wire the less the resistance in a
conductor of wire.

(b) watts
(f) inch light.
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37.

The three things required for a generator to operate properly are magnetic lines of force with wires
moving through them, brushes to take the electricity from the generator, and a large body of water
to provide a rotating force on blades.

38.

The three hydro-electric projects that provide
most of our electrical power in Yakima come from
the Yale, Harvard, and Svdft projects on the Lewis
Hiver.

39.

Electrons have a positive charge.

40.

One ampere of electrical current is equal to 6.285
billion billion electrons passing a given point
in a conductor in one second.

41.

The flow of electrons from the source to the load
and back is called a revolution.

42.

The longer the vfire the greater the resistance.

43.

Direct current is used for operating flashlights,
trains, ships, automobiles, tractors, tanks and
most house lights.

44.

Voltage has another name--electro-motive force.

45.

The meter used to measure resistance is an am.meter.

46.

Electricity does four main things for us:
(1) heating (2) lighting (3) cooling and (4) running
mechanical devices such as motors.

47.

The earth's south magnetic pole is located in the
south.

48.

Six ways in which electricity may be generated are:
(1) heat
(2) friction
(3) pressure (4) atomic
power (5) light
(6) magnetism.

49.

A solenoid is a coil with a movable iron rod that
does work by using its motion to turn switches on
or off, open valves, etc.

50.

A loop in a conductor will concentrate the magnetic
flux or force.

51.

A magnetic field is built up around a wire conductor
only when an electric circuit has an open switch.
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52.

Three ways to strengthen the power of a coil are:
(1) add more turns on the wire (2) add more
current to the circuit (3) add a soft iron core
and make it an electromagnet.

53.

On the electric motor that you built the poles
are reversed in the field coil winding, during
each revolution.

54.

Three devices used in home and industry to protect
against electrical fires are the plug fuse, cartridge
fuse & circuit breaker.

55.

In making electrical hoolr.:-ups the last step to be
taken is to hook the circuit into the power source.

56.

A person suffering from electrical shock is very
seldom unconscious.

57.

Artificial respiration is not good for shock victims.

58.

All persons suffering from electrical shock should
seG a doctor.

59.

The main objective of this course is to build
projects.

-·-- 60.

My attitude and behavior is a very important part
of all my vrnrk.
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J!'IGUR:E 13
PROJ]~CT ASSIGNMENT SHEET IN ELECTRICITY

:8ach student in this area is to design, drmv plans and
work out the specifications for a small D.C. motor using the
basic wood and metal hand-tools provided in this shop. This
motor must fulfill the following requirements:
1.

r!.i:ust be mounted on a wooden base (pine or hardwood)
that does not exceed one inch (1 ") thick and twentyfive cubic inches of wood.

2.

Must have a field coil not to exceed 30' of magnet
wire. This coil must have a strap iron core inside it.

3.

:Must have an armature with two or more poles, not to
exceed more than 15' of wire for every two poles.

4.

Must have a commutator with 20 gauge copper plates
and a set of sturdy brushes of your own design.

5.

Must have two terminals or binding posts th0.t may be
connected and disconnected from electrical source.

6.

Hust have a switch mounted onto base that will start
and stop the operation of the motor.

7.

The motor is to be operational on 6, 7, or 8 volts
and is to be tested, and if operational, to be
turned in for grading.

Prior to the construction of this motor each student ,nill
submit to the teacher for his approval a complete set of plans
and specifications of his planned project. Upon the approval
of the teacher, he may then procure his needed materials from.
the foreman of the area in which he is working. These plans
and specifications will include:
1.
2.

3.

A dimensional orthographic sketch of the proposed

project.
A list of
A list of
struction
tools for

materials needed to build the project.
the procedure to be followed in the conof this project with a list of corresponding
each step.

The following materials will be made available for the
construction of this motor:
1.
2.
3■

Pine or hardwood.
20" of strap iron 1/8 11 x 9/16".
One each 1/8 11 x 5" brass welding rod.
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4.

5.
6.
7.

8.
9.

10.
11.
12.
13.
14.

One each 1/2 11 x 2" birch wood dowel.
One each 3/4" x 16" friction tape.
One each 20 gauge 2" x 2" copper sheet.
One each 2" x 4 11 tin plate.
Two each Fahnstock clips (for terminals).
Eight each 1/2" No. 5 Round Head Brass wood screws.
One each #20 magnet wire 15' long.
One each #20 magnet wire 30' long.
Two each insulated fabric for washers (over commutator plate).
Two each 1/8" round head iron rivets.
One each two-inch acid core solder.
One each 16 oz. 1/2" x 4" copper.
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INTRODUCTION:
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REQUIRED MATERIALS:
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PROCEDURE OF JOB:
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Occasio nally a mortise lock will not operate properly
because of a lack of lubricat ion, or due to a broken
key, spring, or other part. To remedy any of these
conditio ns the lock must be removed from the door.

H

Q

0

~,j

JS-HM-1-8

Screwdr iver and oil can with oil.

1. Unscrew the screw holding one of the knobs to the spindle.
2. Remove the knob.

~

3. If the spincUe is threaded , unscrew the lmob.

f-3

4.

Pull spindle through the lock by the other knob.

5.

Remove the screw from the plate cover.

>-,¾

..<4

c:j
U2

t:..j

6. Pry lock out of the mortise with
a screwdr iver.
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'TAIL

Pl E.CE..

Pl N ANO SPRJ NG

7. Unscrew the set screw in the

--*LATC H

side of the lock.

TA/ L

*HUB

8. Careful ly take the plate
off the lock.

9. Oil moving parts, replace
broken parts, or remove
broken key parts.
10. Replace front plate; insert

spindle in hole.

11. Turn spindle to check opera-

tion of the lock.

,..;I

~I.

12. Remove spindle and replace
lock to door.
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(15) A s2,1-:iple of necessary information to

be prepared for use by a substitute teacher during absence
of recular teacher is given below.

:DIRECTIONS FOR SUBSTITUT:Z TEACHER
1.

Please obtain keys from principal in main. office.

2.

All keys needed in the laboratory are on this ring.
Students have combinations to individual lockers.

J.

The teacher in the adjacent laboratory, :!\Ir.
will assist in helping you locate items not visible
to vievv.

4.

The Course of Study for all classes is posted on the
east w-all. All teaching plans and records Rre in top
drarrnr of desk.

5.

The daily order of busineso can be :found under "Class
Procedure" in the teacher's handbook.
(Also found in
top drawer of desk)

6.

Please as}~ the shop superintendent to conduct the program just as he does when the re{:;ular teacher is present.
He vrill also explain the policy for leaving the room.

7.

The grading system is outlined in the teacher's handbook,
page 40.

8.

The Yakima School :District f/7 requires that neither a
teacher nor a substitute teacher-leave an industrial
arts class unattended.

9.

When leaving the room for the day, please double check
the main electrical switches, gas line and control valves,
soldering furnaces, and outlets for extension cords.

10.

At the end of each day, check venetian blinds and close
them, tool cabinets and lock them, and assure that all
student lockers are locked.

11.

Please leaven note if any irregularities have occurred.

12.

If you are not notified by the principal or his representative by the closing of the school day that the
regular teacher vrill return for the next day of school,
you are to anticipate another day on this assignment.

31

13.

It is hoped that you will fully understand, from this
information, how to proceed with the daily activities.
Do not hesitate to contact the principal, other teachers, or me, if you have questions. I can be reached
at:
(32:340)
Lyman N. Crane

3102 \Vest Chestnut

Yakiaa, 1.Vashington
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DAIT1Y LESSON CHECKING AND GRADING

The system used for checking off lessons taught to
students can best be developed by specifying on each lesson,
film, activity, demonstration, or other teaching aid the day
and the week it is to be covered and initial each activity
after it is completed.
Methods of ari~iving at periodic and final grades can
be developed easily if a running total of :points is maintained.
Equal weight would have to be placed over each specific student activity based on time and difficulty of work.

:Sy using

a scale or curve the grade of any student could be determined
at any time.
To determine whether the course aims are fulfilled
after the course has been taught, a written measuring device
could be administered to interpret how much information has
been retained by the students.

Also, an evaluative criteria

·would have to be developed to ascertain v1hether the course
has done what it was intended to do.

~L1he author did not

pursue this aspect of the study.

·List of Eqtdpment Heeded for the Course
}~guipm~~
Drill press

I:anufacturer
Del ta-l1ockvrell
(or equal)

s·oecifications
Cat. No. 14208,
J?loor type, standard
table, complete with
3-phase motor Cat.
No. 66-340, manual
starter No. 1320.
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Equipment

Lianuf acturer

Disc sander

Delta-Rockwell
( or equal)

Cat. No. 31-105, Motor
Cat. lfo. U2-710, Starter No. 1320.

Dust collector
(for sander above)

Delta-Rockwell
(or equal)

Cat. No. 49-597.

Jie: saw

Delta-Rockwell
(or equal)

Cat. No. 40-205, Motor Cat.
No. 66-120, Starter No.
1320.

Grinder

Delta-Rockwell
( or equal)

Cat. No. 23-244, Starter
No. 1320.

Buffer

Del ta-Rocl0,vell
( or equul)

Ho. 1320.

Tables

Cat. No. 23-210, Starter
Locally fabricated,
4 vrood, L1, metal.

List of Tools Needed for the Course
Item

Quo.lity
(or equal)
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erJ...

6 ea.
1 set
')

(_

0'7

\._..,(_(,.

6 ea.
8,- ea.

0 ec,
'--.
24 ea.
4 ea.
3 ea.
1 set

4 ec.1.

2 ea.

1 ea.
1 88.•
1 GC:i •
1 ea.
1 ea.
r)
L.

ea.

1 ea.

2 ea.

1 set
6 ec.:1.
12 ea.
1 ea.
,1
~-r
'J
(__

ea.
ca.

50'

6 It

Anvil, bench
Columbian
:~!: 9A
Awls, scratch
Stanley
fi!:7
E62T
Bits, aucer
Irwin
Brace, wood
Stanley
1/923
fl.16Brooms, floor
Oxco
1/ Brush, bench
Enpire State
Brush, file card
:i:Ticholson
;:T-1
Brush, paint
lfon-s1)ecified Assorted
nrush, wire
t1
t1
Chisel, cold
Proto
3 sizes
Chisel, wood
Stanley
Clamp, "C"
Armstrong
Cord, extension
Non-specified ~rl1ree-prong
'
Countersink,hic_;h spd.Stanley
·#14 II.S.
Countersin}:, wood
Stanley
i¥139
Conpass, chalkbocJ.rd :Ton-specified
Can, vmste rag
"
Volatile liq.
11
Cabinet, file
Std. or leg.
j5t3
Divider, wing
Stu,nley
D:c'essoi--·, emory
Atkins
;¥-0
Drill, hand
Stanley
i¥617
D:cills, high speed
Cleveland
1/16 tO 1/2 II
1;1ile, wood
Non-spec.
AssOJ.."'ted
:D'ile, metal
Hicholson
AoDorted
Gause, American vrire :!:3rmvne t: Shurpc -Gauge, markinc
Stanley
Groover, hand
Pexto

6 GL1.
18 cc;..
4 OCL.
4,- ea.
0

8 Cl..

2 ea.

1
1
1
2
1
1

ea.
ea.
ea.
ea.
ea.
ea.
ea.

2

CD.•

tlr

1 ea.
1 ea.

Cat. No. or
Notes

}?1,oi_; o

::-Inr{jr'c.ve

Ifo::mer, bal 7_ pein
Ifr:tnc:1er, clau
IIamne1~, plastic tip
Hammer, rivet i::.--1g
Hammer, rivetine;
Holder, butcher pap.
Index, drill
Jig, metal bending
Knife, putty
Knife, utility
r,fagnet, permanent
lfallet, VJood
Oiler
Oilstone

Handyt1211
True ':::'eElpe:c
Stanley
}:lumb
Stanley
'T
1~011.-spec.
Cleveland
Stanley
Stanley
Non-spec.
Non-spec.

~l:360
4-}70/J,G-710
4--71~~
oz.,

rJ
(~
c_-(J

2-Al 6, 2-Al 6::~

it594
12 oz.
16 oz.
1¥429

lliake in shop

//:1540
-//199

II

Carborundun

r)
7 r)
L-..L'--

//122

oz.

Quan.

,... .

CJ Ll -c

0J_ze

.

l'T O •

l<fot;es

2 ca.

~2
~-

E:"; t~~ •
8[1.

5 oz.

? er~..

4-

e:J.•

2 ec1.
2 8[1.

6

6 in.

l set
G
J_
G
:~
G
,,.
o

GCl.

et:::..
er-:..

e~;_.
01...

ea.

2 er::..
~~

eD. •

6"
8"
6"
6"

2 8~1.

.)

l...

n

t..:.

6 II

') II

8C:l.

2 ea.
6 eo..
2 oc..
')

'- er1.

6 ea.
4. 82.•
1 eo..
l ca.
l co..
l
l

n
e u..

CLl.

2 Ctl •

4
6 ea.
1 ea.
4 ea.
2 8Cl •

4 ea.

Stonle·J
St::;;_nley
Stanley
Proto
Crestoloy
Proto
I'roto
?::coto
:?roto
S-t ClJ:11 e-C
1

Proto
SJc :.:1.111 e :T

s-c ct1~1·c..1c

S·t :J.I'I'&8__,C
Stc~nley
Stanley
copin:_,;
J.\-tl-:iYlD
:Jo.YI, c1 0 s sc1,,1-c
Diss-tori
S[:tvi, rip
Dir:rnto:n
Scraper, cabinet
Stc:mley
Scrc.1.per, h:1.nd
Stanley
Screv1dri ver
St::.'-.nloy
Screvrdriver
Stanley
Scrernlriver
Stanley
Scre :"rdriver
Str1nley
Screwdriver, Ilhillips Stanley
Screwdriver,phillips Stanle--;/
Set, nail
Stanley
Set, rivet
Will. Johnson
Shields, fc:1.ce
ITon-spec.
Sheet metc.l tool
I'eterson
SJ._ iJ}
C2.rborundum
SniJ.1, ti11
Crescent
Snip, tin
Crescent
l.1 e::(Jco
Stc:-ke, blowhorn
StE,ke, hc.tchet
J?exto
lJe:x.to
Stake, needlecaso
Stake, s crLw.re
Po:-::to
St2.lrnholc1er
Pexto
SC7Uc~re, framing
Stc.rn.lcy
Sciuare, steel
Stc:.nley
SC1uc1re, try
Stanley
C! -,,ore
7 •
StD::i... . rett
uq_uc'- ~, C0f:10ll1:J.
C l011
S11olrnshave
Ste,nley
Scisuor~1, hand
J?e::do
Seamers, hand
Pexto
1

ea.
ea.
4- en.
')
(._ ec...
6 ea.
')
ea.
2
2

i11.

8 in.

Plc:rne, bloc~:::
Plane, junior jack
Plane, j ac}c
})lier::::, di.acono.1
Pliers, round nose
Pl :Lcru, coHbinat ion
Pliers, needle nose
J?liers, l:Lnosnmn
Punch, center
Punch, J)i11
T1 ui1ch, t inne:cs 1101.
I?.ul ci, }3ench
Hul e, c ircun.:i: erenc e
Rule, Dteo1
Iit1l e, /~ l{;- zn.c~

8"

1

.J

6"

•

J:8

J/.177
7/"
/1.c..JJl
r- 0
"i,

.-JJULtl2

"

'

,o.
c_;,

01--i

Quan.

Size

0

ea.

12 GCl •
12 ea.
1 set
.)

'

CCl •

')

eqLi..•

1

C<e""t •

/_

1 82:. •
1 ea.

Ounlity
( or equc.l)

Tap & die(screwplato)Ace
T-bevel
Stanley
Vise, bench utility Columbia
Vise, woodworker
Columbi2
Wrench, allen
ryronch, adjustable
Crescent

1 set
'-

Item

10"
12"
14"

W1"ench, pipe
?Trench, pipe
YTrench, })i1.Je
Yardstick

Cat. Ifo. o:c
Kotes

1 es.• -Al 4-,
Al6, AlD

l1ide:;ed Stillson-:S.idc;cd Stillson-Ridged Stillson--

Non-specified
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of Audio-Visual Aids for the Course

No.

Name of Filr:1

Producer (source)

---------------13 min.

1

Liagncd; ism

';
C

U. of i\Vc1.sl1ir1:~·t·or1
Basic Electricity
EcGre.u Hill - li1.D.
Bloctric Circuits
Understanding ::-necU. of Yfoshinzton
tric:L ty
3lectrons at Work
Cen. Wash. St2te U.
Learning About Elec- Yalcinc1 School Dj_strict
tric Current
iV--'7
:i~l e ct ronagnet s
C.Yl.S.lT.
c ■ -w.s.u.
Electromagnots--How
They VTork
Elements of Electrical C.W.S.U.
Circuits
Series~ Parallel
c.w.s.u.
Circuits

3
4-

5

G

7
8

9
10

Length Col.

TfoGraw Hill - Film
Division

18 nin.
13 min.
l___ ()
n min.
15 min.
13 min.

J?ilmstri1Js for Electrici ty--L:cGrav, Hill - Film Division is the
source.
Distributinc Electric Power
Electric Current Principles
How We Get Our Electricity
Using Electricity Safely
What is I.TaGnet irm1?
How A.C. & D.C. Motors Work

Ll, 9 Fr
40 ~ft'-\.. ....L,-, •
40 Fr.

34 Fr.
49 Fr.
42 ~'r.

b
b
b
b

t: VI
" YI
c,:
~

e,:

YI

6: w

color
color

WOODWORKING (:film)
Genero.,l ITotors

11
11

ABC of

llo.

Knoning Woods ,S: Their The remainder of film □
1Jooo
on wood Gre EcGrnv, Hill
I\Ieasuring & Sq_uarj_ng --Film Division
Hand Saws
Planes
Usinc;_; Screws & Nails
Joining f!.: Gluinr:;
Wood Pinishins
Chisels & Gouges

l?

120.,

13
14
15
16

17

Handtool □

11 Elin•
18 min.
13 min.
12 min.
10 r.o.in.
10 min.
12 min.
14 min.
16 min.
13 Bin.

li1ilmstri:p for Woodnorking
Sauinc;, 1?lo.ning and Snoothinc Vf ood
TTood Finishing
Part I
P2.rt II

34 l11 r.
50 :?r.
50 :?r.

b & n

color
color

",);rv
..Ll

....,r

.i....
"<r
.['....

y

....::..
~\.!

.L\..

~,

·,;;"'

',
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Ho.

m.:.me of J:i'ilm

13
19

Uetal Sho1:1 Safety
Liodern Steel I.I:::1.lc1_ng
Drama of Steel
Steel for the Ages

20
21
22

23
24-

25
26

Producer (source)

Lenctll Col. 13/W

18 min.
;~3 nin.
34- min.
29 min.

:IcG1~arJ Hill
U.S. Steel
JJure~1u of t:ine s
Allegheny Ludlun
Steel Corporation
Kaiser Al. & Chem.

Aluminuu, Today t::
Tonorrow
Aluminum on the Earch Re;ynolds Aluminum
A Product of tl:..e
ALCOA
Inagination
Hot Holling of Sheet U.S. Steel
Steel
Hacksaws and How to Simons Saw~ Steel Co.
Use Them
The Uses 2,; A buses ol Cleveland THist Drill
'.rvrist Drills
Company

-CT

...::-..
-er
~~

,r
J~

20 min. ,,..:'.!..

l 11c min. X
26 min. A·•.-;7 riin •

26 min.

.,.(.,__

~T

.I....

26 nin.

Filmstrips for ~etalworking
:Bench I\Tetal; Cuttinc
Bench l\'Ie-'cc1l; Drillinc;
I3ench T.Jet2.l; Filincs
Filing and Hackscwinc;
Hovr We Get Our Aluminum
Hovr We Get Our Copper
How Vf e Get Our Iron & Steel
Sheet I.Tetal; Forming and
S ear:1ing
Sheet IIeto,l; Laying Out
and Cuttinc;

4,1r :D'r.
Fr.
44 Fr.
4-L'lr

b/vr
b/w

b/w

34 J?r.
40 :'J'r •
40 J?r •
40 F1--.

b/rr

44- Fr.

b/w

44

b/rr

lT'J:1.

b/\7

b/vr

b/w

}?ilmstrip lor Liain PlanninE Phase of the Course
Care and Repair of Hand
Safety in the Shop

Tool □

34 :J?r.
50 Fr.

b/w

b/w

Both filt10tri1Js
are I.TcG-rc:cw Hill

Needed Instructional Supplies and Hovr Issued
Instructional supplies are

is □ ued

to the student in

most cases from a stock of pre-cut pieces olightly larger
than is req_uired.

On sor1e occc:rniono it is best to nake up

a 1dt-form to be handed out.

This irJ especially true for

electrical work where many parts are used.

All of the
screw □,

abrasives and replacements including initial orders of

nails, rivets, etc. 2re issued by the forern.o.n during the first
ten minutes of workinc; periods only.

A used piece of abrasive

paper Yrith tho student's name written on it is re<J.uired to be
turned in for a new piece after the first one is issued.
Instructional supplies are ordered by the teacher on the
basis of the total number of students he 'uill teach and then
a ·waste percentage of approximately ten percent is added to
the total.
Plan for Liaintrdning the Phyoical Plant
In most shops the cleaning of tables, sinks, and
floo1"s are part of the student's traininc; in maintenance.
It is important that the student share in this aspect of
shop work to get the full benefi:t of his experience.

The

actual confort of the room should be maintained by the teacher,
who nay delezate to the so..fety engineer the duty of checkine
lightint;, heating, ventilation, along Yrith other safety measures.

Close observation must be maintained by the teacher.
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Other types of buildinc; care, such as renodeling,
building of cabinets, v1ashing of vrindovrn, etc. is usually
accomplished by a school maintenance crew, building engineer
or custodi~u1.
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CHAP~~2R V
SlIT.JlIARY OF ClJJ\.J?TERS

The masoive amount of lmo17led 6 e that man has accumulated
over the past few decades has been the major contribution in
the pattern of our present society.

We are living in a highly

technical environment that is still of a vrnrk-oriented nature.
The emergence of 17omen into a posit ion of i:ull acceptance into all realms of

..J... 7

•

ul'llS

society io otrikingly important.

The

female in our society should not be excluded fror.1 the opportunity to progreos to the fullest extent of her ability.
Girls are o.deq_uately bestovred vlith abilities and talents sufficient to provide success in industrial subjects in the
schools.
The close relationship of industrj_al arts education to
the needs of the citizens in a highly technical society are
obvious.

I.Iuch emphasis is 11laced upon the preparation of

citizens to live and vrort: in our industrial society.

The

philosophy of all good industrio..l arts teachers includes
helping the student c;et better acCJ_uainted with industry and
its tools, processes and materials.

There are many articles

written about programs being develo1led to meet the challenge
that modern technoloc;y presents to industrial education.
As long as there are homes to be nainto.ined across the
nation, some em1)hasis on the co.re and uplrnep vrill be found
within the school curricula.

The junior high school is a

very good plc"ce to give needed traininc to cirls as well as
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boys for proper home maintenance and repair.

The survey

results help to verify the need to teach girls hovr to maintain and repair home appliances and fixtures.
A course of study that is comprehensive in nature vri th
many facets of industrial arts training presented ·will provide the needs g_ui te adeg_uo.tely.
The course of study as preoented in detail in this
study can serve as

0,

guide for others to assist ther.:i. in

developing the best possible prograa.
ILO?LICATIOHS AHD DISCUSSIOIW

It io the hope of the rrr:Lter that the ir.:i.port2.nce of

providing an adequate industrial };::i.1.onledge to all people
living in our society be not only recognized but also acted
upon.
If a more extensive otudy \'Tere to be made on this type
of problem., there are recommendations which may be helpful.
This study could more fully utilize a q_uestionnaire of very
broad coverage in content and sampling.

Opinions of parents,

students, housevrives, other industrial arts teachers, home
econonics teachers, and industrial workers could all be surveyed.

With a broad sample such as this, the results would

tend to be more vnlid and reliable.

Another recommendation

is the"t statistics oe researched on the type and extent of
services rendered by repairnen in the homes of this nation.

9G
The results could aid in determininr; the content of a course.
Another method could be to determine by sor:10 means just v1hat
a typical American home has in it that requires maintenance
and repair.
A method of determining hmv many shops across the nation
teach a similar type progrCl.m in home mechanics could be used
and would justify a method of planning a program based on
course content.
There are man;y wayo to accomplish goalo in building a
course of otudy, but the most sensible io the practical
approach.

Hindsight in course planning is much more percep-

tive than was foresight.

It is only through teara effort on

the part of the teachers and the administrators that future
generations vrill receive the education required to live purposefully in an automated society.
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DTDUSTRIA.L A~T::i QUT:']STIOrnTAIRE

Dear 1.Iome o.nd ?amily Living Teacher;
Rosoo.rch is underway to propo.ro an Industrial ..'\.rts Col1 rse of Study
for ~irls of junior bip.:h ar.:e. Information from this questionnn.iro will
nssist in dotormining whether or not c neod oxists nnd if so the bost
possible way to fulfill it.
Your assistance is solicited in this ventur0 which has rocoivod
the approval of tho Dopnrtmont Chnirmnn of Homo Economics, Miss Louise
Tobin. Plenso give vary serious thou~ht to each question before you
answer. Thunk you.
I. A.

!fave the r:irls you to.uf"ht durin~ the po.st five yon.rs a ttainod
what you· consider an o.dcqun.te backr:round in practical home skills
to qualify th-0m for making necessary homo repairs?
~ yes
_a_ no

B.

Do you fool that a need exists for ~irls to recoivo moro instruction in industrially conterod subjects dealing with tools, processes and materials?
_J}__ yes
3
no
....:1:_ undecided

C.

Should n.:irls follow the so.mo nror-;1"o.rn thc.t boys do o. t junior high
level includin~ industrinl arts courses?
_g_ yos
--1.L no
2 _ no opinion

1.
D.

If yes - should tho course bo;
_Q_ for t;irls o.lono
/
co-oducntiono.l

Do you feel thut u nood exists for junior high ~irls to acquire
more knowlodgo a.nd skills in practical hom0 repnirs?
7
yos
7
no
/
no opinion

-l.

chock the applicable nroo. or nrong that

If yes ompho.siz0d.
7

2.

band tool skills

skills
2.

3

smnll power tool

3

methods, procedures, 5
n.nd nerformin~ skill~

should be

theory a.nd skills intorpretution
_±_ worldn~ with mn.terio.ls
pro.cticul consumer knowlod~o
_L_ other

If no - plea.so check tho ronson or reasons for your choice.
2
not enou~h time in curriculum to includo it

-I

-

future ~ouls of girls differ from thnt of boys

-22

this t:ype of work is done in tho homo by mo.le members

-90

~irls do not no~d this type of buck~round

shop laboratories arc no plnco for girls of this a.go

other roa.sons

(Please spocify)

I-

N!JT S(}RE_ Gt£.LS Sl-lilUt..0

NJIIJ(t!.. l?E-l'l'f!RS

I. E.Is your present course of study set up to acbiovo a.11 the nec0ssary
goals for succossful hrhno nnd frunily livingi
_g_ yes
_z__ no
....i_ cannot say
1.

Docs it include work with hand tools and mo.terinls?
/2
yes
/
no
U:--If yos - does it include more than clothli:!np; construction?
1:2
yes
:2.
no

-

-

b.

If no - would tho inclusion of band tool and material
instruction assist toward this end?
/
yes
_J__ no
_E__ cannot say

F. In what respect do you fool that industrial arts courses will aid
in preparing ~irls for their future?
_fl__ as housowi vos
O
professionals
5
both _Q_ nci thor
G. Does a great onou~h need exist to merit drawing up n course of
study to provide ad~itionul learning about tools, procossos and
materials of industry that apply to homo use?
5
yes
.3
no
4cannot so.y

-

l.

-

-

If yos - which areus need roinforcomont;

-3'

4-

·tools in the home, school, nn.d industry
equipment in the home nnd industry

/

other

_§_ procossos,methods, and procedures
5
2.

materials - including consumer ltnowledp.;e

Xf no - check your rouson for tbo negative reply.
0

my students o.ro getting a.dequa.te training in tho Homo
and Fo.ri.lily Li vinp; cla.s sos.

_§_

n;irls do not nood this troJ.ninr, o.t junior high level

_Q_

girls do not need this typo trnininr: a.t nll

_§__

girls should rocoivo this training at a. lat0r da.te

IF YOU DO !·TOT FI;;~L THAT Tff~RTI: IS I\. }TE1;:D FOR GIRLS TO fL\ VE ADDITIOHAL TRAINPTG TN 'J'!-lE USE OF '11()0LS, 11,f'1:'l1HODS OF DOING HOF8 rmPAIRS,
OR MORi;:: KNOWL1~DG"i"I: OF r-.•.TBRJ>".LS 1\ND THTi.:IR nsr;;.c, DO }TOT /\_PSi ·'i!1 PAHT II.
II. A,.

Do you perform bo.sic ropo..ir ar.i.d mo.intena.nco worl<: in your homo
or docs n male mombor of the home do it?
_z_ I do
...:§,_ n mnle member docs it L,_ ropn.irmo.n docs
D.9~ y.o.u .t:001 tha.t instruction in home mnintonnnco o.nd ropo'.irs

could holp you in the homo?
/0
yes
CJ
no

-

-

II.

c.

lfunt do you fool should bo included in a ~cod industrial nrts
courso for ~irls of junior hi~h school ~~o? ( Plonso chock
your choices bolow)

- 78

how to ropo.ir broken itums in tho homo
how to perform simplo ropa.irs in tho house and yo.rd

3

how to insta.11 minor a.ppn.ra.tus a.nd o.pplin.ncos

8

how to

2.

how to plo.n worl<: in construction and repair

8

how to road a~d follow printed instructions for .assembly
o.nd rcpo.ir of howrnhold i toms

5"

sJd.lls in ho.nd-crnfts

_g_

USO

basic hnndtools

construction of projects

/

exposure to industria.l tochniqucs of production, snlos,
a.nd sorvico

3

others

(Plo~so specify)

D. Tho course should be dosignod with which typo studont in mind?
collop:o bound

0

vocational

0

E.

Mho.t should tho duration of tho course bo?

F.

/ 6
3 9
.2
om
3
wk
-Tho
course should be to.ught in tho;
wk

2

3
G.

wk

s

Homo ~conor-·•ics Laboratory
1

/

yec.r

o.11

O other(~)

5

Industri.'.11 Arts Lo.boro.tory

4

tho industrial o.rts too.chor

Tho course should bo tnu~ht by;

_Q__ tbo homo oconomics tonchor
H.

housowifo / 0

I

Which fioldn of in.dustry l:k.tod below should be included in
tho courso?

~

electricity

7

woodwork inn;

-·5I

moto.lworking
plo.stics

0

gra.phics

0

drafting

-

,3

-0I

-

crnfts

9

corrunics

othor (Specify)
I-;.,,,.,r.. c:.,. ff:,..,; 1...::-

louthorwork

2.

tro.rn portn.tion

I

toxtilcs

homo mochrmics

,

J•,

/: /~ <'"' u ~ t : J ('~ -~· ~
!-

II.

I.

Should tho courGo be confined solely to thu tools, procosaos,
and materials noodod and usod in tho homo?
_j.Q_ yos
_§_ no

J.

Should tho course concontrato spocificnlly on the a.ctual doing
of tho work in tho home or should it bo studios in theory o.nd
lot tho students do tho actual work in tho homo if and when
tbo nt;0d nrlsos?
ID
a.ctunl doing of tho worl::
0
studj_os in theory

K.

Which skills listed bolow should bo includod in tho course?
·1~L~CTBTCJT'Y

2

Installing 01,tlots, swi tchos, ptish but'+-.o'.- s, etc ••

.3

•'O.lcinr.: cJ.ectriCJ.1 spl.icoo or .ioints

O

Soldering olectrica.l wires

//

Rapa.iring li~bt cord, appliances, ate ••

//

Roplncing fuses

9

Pnintin~, interior~ oxtorior, a.nd bruah curo

!)

Romovin~ finish nnd ro-i'inish:1.ng wood

· 0

'1onlo.co broken window po.no a.nd fix screens

8

l\.pply fill or, sholla.c, nta.ir,, varnish, otc ••

/0

Drivo na.ils, a.nd f~s~on with screws, RluinR, otc ••

7

·:1oplri.cc ha.rdwo.ro, a.nply hinr.;os, late hos, h.o.:rdJ.os, otc ••

0

Cuttin~ nnd bonding of motnla

0

Soldori.np.;, rivottin~, o.nd other method.a of joininp.:

0

Sn.ndinr:'., polis 11inp.; :i.nd finishing 111ota.l

- II7

-4-4-

Clca.n oink tro.p, repair loc..ky fuucot, c~djust toilot to.nk
llnnR picture, curtnins & ~oda, towoll r~cka, otc ••
Ropo.ir q.oor-lmobs., locks, sprj_ng latches., otc ••

1''a.intonn.ricc o.nd succ ossful uso of yo.rd tools, includinr;
mowers, hodp.:o trimmors, prunoro, shovuls, hoos, otc ••

III.

Please me.Ito c.n-:-:.r co11nn.onts below thc~t you fool could bo of a.ddi tionn.l o.sointo.rco in providin~ a bettor cduco.tion for tho junior high
r.:irl.
( '-1 thin, tho scope of this pa.rticulc.r study of· courso)

B ,= £Lr 7Jli,,

sr,1101..
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